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Pastors Joining Dr. Falwell In
Nation's Capital Program,
Hundreds of Christian Schools
Students Will Participate in
(
Special I Love America" Rally
From the steps of the United
States Capitol Building, facing the
Mall leading to the Washington
Monument,
thousands
of
Americans will join Dr. Jerry
Falwell in an "I Love America" rally
April 27.
The gigantic rally begins at 11
a.m. and will continue until 1 p.m.
Dr. Falwell recognizes the
moral decay which is rearing its
ugly head across America and has
been preaching that a moral
majority must stand up and support
goodness, tightness and virtue
along with Christian principles.
The nationally-known preacher
and chancellor of Liberty Baptist
College and schools has organized a
two-hour "Clean Up America" rally
for the Capitol steps.
Dr. Falwell will be joined on the
platform by fundamentalist pastors
and church school administrators,
government leaders and numerous
United States senators and
representatives.
Dr. Falwell has been fervently
and constantly speaking out across
the nation against the loosening of
moral values and the threat posed
on the young and old alike. The
program will include the dynamic

music of the original cast who
presented the "I Love America"
pageant across America. In addition, the 100 member Marching
Band of Liberty Baptist College will
participate in the program.
"This program was our greatest
patriotic effort, put together during
the two-year celebration of the
American Bicentennial," Dr.
Falwell said. In addition to the
patriotic music, Dr. Falwell will be
speaking against pornography in
the textbooks of the public schools,
abortion-on-demand, sex and
violence on television and the
Internal Revenue Service interference in Christian schools.
School students and officials
and church members within a
three-hundred mile radius of
Washington, D.C. are being asked
to attend the gigantic "I Love
America" rally.
The job of cleaning up America
is a continuing responsibility. Even
though last year's campaign was
successful, the task continues.
Again this year, Dr. Falwell is
asking Americans to vote for
righteousness. Even though they

CBS has already received thousands of
letters protesting the incest film and
that the NFD will seek the support of
thousands of churches and groups
across the country in promoting the
bovcott.
The United Methodist minister said
that advertisers have already been
notified of the movie. "We have
suggested that they keep their ads off
the program," he stated. "If anyone
desires to know what the movie will be
about they should contact their local
library and read the book."
During a similar boycott of ABC-TV
last fall by the NFD that network lost
more than a half-million viewing
households. The organization has also
had successful efforts against several
sponsors.
Picketing of CBS headquarters in
New York and local CBS outlets across
the country is planned on May 1 by the
citizen's group promoting the boycott.
Wildmon's crusade against filth on
television is featured in an article in the
March 17 issue of TV Guide magazine.
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WE ARE GOING TO WASHINGTON

Join the OTGH Team

voted last year, he is asking them
again to tell the nation that we have
gone too far.
Last fall Dr. Falwell helped to
defeat legalized pari-mutuel
gambling in Virginia, and a prohomosexual ordinance in Dade
Country, Florida. Earlier in the
year he assisted in defeating a prohomosexual ordinance in St. Paul,
Minn., Wichita, Kan., and Eugene,
Ore.
A final report on last year's
Clean Up America campaign is
available to the public. The book
How Yon Can Help Clean Up
America tells why Dr. Falwell
opposes these issues. It also gives
practical
suggestions
how
Americans can clean up their town
for righteousness.

This is the beloved Capitol building where Dr. Falwell will be Joined by government leaders, pastors and
Christian school students.

DR. BOB BILLINGS

Christian Lobbyist At The Congress

May Boycott Planned
TUPELO, Miss. — Saying CBS-TV
has plans to air an incest movie May 910, the National Federation for
Decency has announced it will promote
a boycott of the network during May.
The boycott coincides with a national
"sweeps," a time when networks take
ratings to determine advertising rates.
"We have learned that CBS will air a
special based on Pete Hamill's book
'Flesh and Blood'," said Donald E.
Wildmon, executive director of the
NFD. "The main theme of that book is
incest. Suzanne Pleshette will play a
sexy woman who has a torried love
affair with her son, played by Tom
Barenger. The other themes of the
book are homosexuality, adultery and
violence," he said.
"The American public will only
tolerate so much deviate trash, and
CBS has arrived at the bottom of the
barrel," he said.
Wildmon said the NFD is asking
people to turn off CBS during the entire
month of May and to record the action
in their viewing diaries. He said that
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Dr. Falwell and Bob Billings
Dr. Bob Billings has established the pastor, Dr. Jack Hyles.
The National Christian Action
National Christian Action Coalition
(NCAC), an organization with a strong Coalition is advocating the Family
Christian voice in Washington, D.C. to Protection Act, a bill to be introduced
funnel input into Congress from in this session of Congress that will
counteract much of the drift towards
conservative churches.
Dr. Billings is best known for having homosexuality, abortion-on-demand,
been the president of Hyles-Anderson pornography and other ungodly inCollege, Hammond, Ind., connected fluences in America.
Dr. Billings said, "Often we conwith First Baptist Church of that city,
the largest church in America. Dr. servatives are simply plugging up holes
Billings is keenly aware of the con- in the dike to keep out the liberals, now
servative issues in our nation, after we get a chance to put them on the
working many years with the church's defensive." Billings sees the Family

THOMAS ROAD

Protection Act as a positive force that with many of the legislators and leaders
will blunt the influence of liberalism in of the nation, said, "No Christian
Congress.
American can rightfully claim an inThe National Christian Action difference to government when the
Coalition is a non-profit organization fundamental element of his or her faith
which depends upon donations from are in jeopardy."
churches and individuals.
He is asking for people and churSen. Orin Hatch (R-Utah), who ches to join his organization with a
supports Billings, said, "I urge every sponsorship fee of $20. As a supporter
Christian in America to join with the of NCAC, a sponsor receives the
National Christian Action Coalition to monthly -newsletter, "ALERT," an
insure that our families will be informative and up-to-date paper on
protected from those forces that would what is really happening in Washington
destroy the moral fiber fabric of our from a Christian perspective. Also the
nation."
sponsor is encouraging Christian
Rep. Tom Kindness (R-Ohio) said participation in government, helping
of Billings, "His presence on the Hill is protect the family from government
encroachment, making Washington
an asset to us all."
Rep. Larry McDonald (D-Georgia) understand that Christians believe in
gives his reasons for backing Billings: honesty, decency and righteousness
"Congress votes on hundreds of bills and expect these things from their
each year . . . it is beneficial to me and government, restraining federal
the country to have organizations such agencies from harassing Christian
as the National Christian Action homes, schools or churches, having an
Coalition to help give us direction on opportunity of input on legislation; and
matters of the Christian schools, home making it possible for the Christian
community to have a national office.
and church."
"The cost of political negligence is
Billings is actively involved in
slavery!" said Billings. He continued, several political action committees
"As our government increased its including the "Committee for the
crippling pressure on the Christian Survival of a Free Congress," of which
home, school and church, the need for he was recently elected ViceChristian action becomes increasingly Chairman, the "Conservative Caucus
critical. If Christians do not learn to Education and Research Foundation"
master politics, we will, most certainly, and the "Emergency Committee for
be mastered by those who do,"
Children."
Billings, who is on a first name basis

BOARD HAS MEMBERS FOR LIFE

The Deacons: A Great Responsibility Under God
One of the most important but
unseen groups in Thomas Road Baptist
Church is the deacons. They have been
indirectly responsible for the direction
of the church, yet by their own
recognition, as a group they do not vote
on issues nor are they the leader of the
church. As Percy Hall, Chairman of the
deacons, notes, "The pastor, Dr. Jerry
Falwell, is the leader under God; we
assist him in every way possible." Their

importance is seen in the invaluable
assistance they give him.
God gave the vision and the burden
of the church to Dr. Jerry Falwell. God
also gave him a group of men to help
establish and build the Thomas Road
Baptist Church. After Dr. Falwell
talked to several of the men who are
now deacons, they held the first
meetings of the church in Mountain
View School in June, 1956. After the

service, Falwell met with the deacons.
"It was a hot June day and we had to
organize ourselves," Percy Hall
remembers. At that time, Pop Johnson
was made chairman of the deacons, and
when he went home to be with the
Lord, Percy Hall was elected to that
position.
In the first meeting they discussed
the need for a building. Actually, Jerry
Falwell found the deserted Donald

Soaaa I ika TlwBU Koad U n c o u (Flnl Row, left lo rtgni). Jack Harfow, P w c ; Hall, Oau BradW, Saai K. F.ie. h , Ham K. Fate,
Sr., WUUa Hawaii... Sctoad Sow, Lloyd McAUkUar, R.C. Wortcy, Cari Cowaa, Pat* Boat, Robert Hubb- u. imnt Row, Totuay
Laaklord, Gay Braaattald, lack Lawkona, Eairidg* Diuu.

Duck Bottling Company plant at 701 share Jerry's heart and the main priority
Thomas Road. (A Christian friend told over the years has been radio and
Dr. Falwell and Dan Dunaway about television." Hall went on to state,
the empty building.) The following "Every deacon feels that the most
Saturday, the deacons all showed up to important thing in the world is to
scrub floors, wash walls and get the preach the gospel to as many people as
building ready for church services the possible, and God has given us radio
and television to do it."
following day.
Another responsibility of the
At that first meeting, three men
were elected trustees to hold property deacons is orderliness in the service,
in trust for the congregation: Sam Pate, and they do this by maintaining a good
Sr., Percy Hall and R.C. Worley, who ushering staff. Bob Hubbard, sees one
of his major duties is ushering, but feels
remain in that position until today.
When asked what is the purpose of he does more than just taking the ofthe deacons, Jack Lawhorne, a retired fering and seat people. "I try to see that
truck driver, said, "Visiting the sick everything in the church runsright."He
and lost has been our major respon- is constantly looking out for the needs
sibility." In the early days, Jack was one of the members, and trying to meet
of the busiest of the deacons when it friends. Hubbard was saved in TRBC 17
came to visitation. He was saved at the years ago when Oliver B. Greene
old Park Avenue Baptist Church preached a revival. Actually, his
September 18, 1952 when Dr. Bill conversion came the next day, when he
Do well preached a revival there. He was going to call on a customer. He
was one of the original 35 members of stopped his car on Timberlake Road,
and prayed for Jesus Christ to came into
the church.
Another duty of the deacons is to his heart.
One of his customers that he wanted
counsel with the pastor. Percy Hall
stated, "We are a sounding board to let to get saved was George McGann. Bob
Jerry know how the church feels about Hubbard witnessed to George, owner
issues." He was quick to add in this that of the Ideal Market, and he got saved.
deacons do not make policy, the Today George McGann is head of
church makes policy. The deacons feel ushering. Percy Hall says, "George
that they are among the people; McGann is the best head usher in the
therefore, they can help keep the world."
pastor informed. Percy Hall laughed
Another responsibility of the
and said, "We don't tell Jerry much that deacons is supervising counting of the
he doesn't already know."
money each Sunday, and that is a big
The deacons feel that another task job for a church that has such big ofgiven by God is to support the burden ferings. Perrcy Hall says, "I don't count
of their pastor. Percy Hall stated, "I it, but am responsible that it is done and

gets to the bank." Many other large
super-aggressive churches have turned
this task over td the paid business
manager, but Thomas Road Baptist
Church maintains its New Testament
integrity, placing it under the supervision of the deacons. Jack Harlow,
Pete Doss, and Guy Brumfield, assist
Percy Hall in the counting of the money
each week.
Jack Harlow was saved during
World War II in India, and came back
to Lynchburg and joined the Park
Avenue Baptist Church. Later Pop
Johnson got Harlow into Thomas Road
Baptist Church. Today, in addition to
counting the money, Jack Harlow visits
the sick in their homes and in the
hospitals.
Percy Hall also indicated that when
the church borrows money, the
deacons bring the matter to the church
for a congregational vote. He was quick
to add that they had nothing to do with
the Old-Time Gospel Hour or the
Liberty Baptist Schools. These
organizations were obligated to another
board. The deacons' main concern is
the local church.
Eldridge Dunn sees another
responsibility of deacons, which is the
ministry of praying for the pastor.
Eldridge Dunn is similar to Philip in the
New Testament. As a deacon Philip
was faithful in witnessing and serving,
so God promoted him to fulltime
responsibility. Phil') became an
evangelist. Eldridge was superinSee Deacons, Page 7
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The Greatest Deacons
gassing up the buses and parking cars;
more than winning souls and taking the
Thomas Road Baptist Church has offering, more than serving in "unseen
some of the finest deacons in the world, ways"; the greatest thing about them is
otherwise the spiritual success of its that they have supported the leadership
ministry would have long ago of Jerry Falwell. Our deacons have not
collapsed. Mr. Percy Hall is the been choked by the vision of their
Dr. W.A. Criswell, viewed the great chairman of the deacons at 701 Thomas pastor.
It can be said of them, "They
First Baptist Church of Dallas which he Road. He attended the first deacon's
pastored and remembered, "We could meeting where they discussed the need staggered not at the promise of God
not have built this great testimony for for a building. Out of that meeting through unbelief" (Romans 4:20).
God without our deacons." Dr. came the acquiring of the Donald Duck When Dr. Jerry Falwell had a vision of
Criswell gave needed praise for Bottling plant. Mr. Hall has been in- renting the city stadium for the first
deacons in this age when many are volved since he washed cola syrup from anniversary, they backed their young
the floors for the first service. Credit pastor's vision.
quick to criticize them.
for the success of Thomas Road Baptist
When he had a vision of building
Church goes to the leadership of Jerry
Then Dr. Criswell added, "The Falwell, but behind the scenes, the men our present auditorium of 3,200 seats,
average Southern Baptist Church is like who have received little attention are they supported his vision with prayer
a Presbyterian Church." He smiled and the deacons. And beyond this, credit and their gifts. And when Jerry said we
explained that Presbyterians elect a goes to every person for all they have will have 50,000 students on Liberty
Mountain, they once again shared his
committee of men to make church done for the church.
vision. Our deacons are the greatest in
decisions. "In a Baptist church, the
the world because they have backed the
congregation makes decisions and the
We think these are the greatest greatest vision in the world and are
pastor leads them, when they let the
deacons run their church, they act like deacons in the world. More than doing their part to make it come true.

We believe in the church, that the
Great Commission is its objective, that
Jesus Christ is its head and that a pastor
is its leader. And since we believe in the
church, we believe in its servants, the
deacons.

Presbyterians."

CONGRESSMAN JOINS'BATTLE'
AGAINST I.R.S., DECRIES JEOPARDY
Dr. Jerry Falwell
Pastor
Thomas Rd. Baptist Church
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
Dear Dr. Falwell:
I am writing to you because of your
evident concern for the preservation of
private schools and religiously affiliated
organizations and institutions. The
fundamental domestic conflict of our
time is the struggle between the private
and the public sector. I think that we
are now at a crossroad in that struggle.
As you may know, the Internal
Revenue Service has issued a ruling
which jeopardizes the freedom and the
integrity of private and religious
education.
The proposed ruling puts the
burden on private schools to prove to
the IRS that they have enrolled at least
20 per cent of the total percentage of
minority school-age children living in
the community, and/or to demonstrate
a non-discriminatory policy by offering
minority scholarships of showing other
evidence of good faith. Such a ruling
involves a number of highly
questionable assumptions.
First, it simply cannot be assumed
that a private school is guilty of racial
discrimination when, in fact, such a
school may well have been established
simply to promote the inculcation of
moral and religious value. Such a view
would be a complete reversal of our
entire legal tradition, assuming that a
party -was "guilty unto proven innocent."

Second, the proposed IRS ruling
assumes that the IRS can prohibit
religious activity which, in effect, is a
clear violation of the First Amendment.
The IRS, as a creation of Congress,
receives its authority from Congress
and, in accordance with the First
Amendment, "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of
religion of prohibiting the free exercise thereof?*

provide that the tax exempt status of
private schools and certain other
charitable organizations, as well as the
deduction for contributions, is not a
form of federal assistance. My bill
would thus make Congressional intent
in this matter clear beyond doubt. The
IRS, as a creation of Congress, must
follow the intent of Congressional
legislation.

Thirdly - and this is perhaps the
most fundamental issue involved - the
proposed ruling assumes that tax
exempt status is the equivalent of
federal assistance. If such an assumption were, in fact, true, it would mean
nothing less than that the government
owns all wealth! Such an assmumption
is at variance with our Republic's entire
tradition. The American tradition holds
that the State is made for man, and not
man for the State. The fact that there
was no 16th amendment establishing an
income tax until 1913 unequivocally
assumes that the people, not the State,
owns all the wealth. The exemption of
nonprofit organizations from federal
income taxation is neither a special
privilege nor a hidden subsidy. Rather,
it reflects the application of established
principles of income taxation to
organizations which do not seek profit.
In order to remedy this injustice and
clarify the intent of the Congress on the
(Congressman Dornan has long
meaning of tax exemption, I have been against the federal government's
introduced H.R. 1002.
intervention into taxing religious
My bill would amend section 501 schools. He is also staunchly opposed
(c)( 13) of the Internal Revenue Code to to abortion on demand.)

By PHILIP M.CRANE
Chairman, American Conservative
Union

received well upwards of 100,000 of the Federal government casts itself
letters to date with more flowing in in the role of social engineer and policy
every day. One spokesman for the maker, a role clearly not intended for
agency said the outpouring of sen- it.
The Internal Revenue Service timent was among the more significant
recently proposed to take away the long reactions that they have experienced
I personally loathe discrimination
standing tax exemption of private and on any issue.
on the basis of race. Accordingly, I
religious schools that have not imAnd that is quite understandable
plemented racial quota systems for because what is at stake here is a basic have no sympathy whatever for the
blatantly discrimi'.atory recruitment
admissions and hiring.
human freedom — the freedom to guidelines proposed by the IRS. The
Under the leadership of the choose where one will educate one's guidelines, in effect, require quotas on
American Conservative Union and children.
the basis of race. They pit one citizen
The IRS proposal would deny that against another on the basis of artificial
Reverent Robert Billings' National
Christian Action Coalition, people and freedom — because given the characteristics without regard for our
groups throughout the country have precarious financial footing of many longstanding belief in personal merit.
been mobilized to voice their sharp private schools — the imposition of In short, the IRS would promote the
disapproval of this unwarranted at- federal tax would be tantamount to very discrimination it seeks to end.
tempt to further erode freedom of their destruction. Having been chief
Finally, I oppose the IRS measure
administrator of a private school, I
choice.
because it constitutes an unwarranted
know
firsthand
the
awesome
financial
Since the ACU sent out a
and vast mechanism for the expansion
"legislative alert" on Sept. 18 to people problems which confront them.
of government power. The threat to
across the country, the IRS has been
More than denying freedom of impose taxes on the schools unless they
literally deluged with mail protesting choice, the IRS proposal usurps power comply with what IRS wants, is based
the proposed measure.
that rightfully belongs to Congress. By on the assumption that any private
The IRS estimates that it has this action, the revenue collecting arm activity the IRS doesn't tax, it actively
refrains from taxing. By this convoluted
IThe Thomos Rood Fomily
logic, it assumes that passivity is activity - that government has therightto
tax anything and everything. And that's
not an assumption on which this
country was founded.
%
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A story I heard years ago illustrated
this very well.
A young boy was fond of model
sailboats. He loved to build them and
sail them on a lake. He finished
building a beautiful sailboat early one
day and was anxious for his father to
take him to the lake. As he and his
father arrived at the lake, the young
boy became very excited and put the
little boat into the water. A strong wind
came up and carried the boat far out
into the lake; so far that it was impossible to retrieve. Dejectedly the
young boy and bis father went home,
never expecting to see the little boat

again.
Sometime later the young boy was
downtown shopping. As he passed a
pawn shop there to his surprise was the
little sailboat in the window. He ran
inside and told the owner the story,
how he had built the sailboat and then
lost it sailing.
"Could I please have it back?" he
asked. The store owner explained
someone else had brought the boat to
the store and he had paid so much
money for the boat. But, if he wanted it
back badly enough he would have to
pay the price. He hurried home and
told his dad the story and asked for odd
jobs to earn some money. He worked
faithfully and finally the day came
when he had the money to buy the
boat. He and his father went to the
store and the young boy counted out his
money to the owner.
As they left the store he was holding
the little sailboat and looked up at his
dad and said, "This boat now belongs to
me twice."
"Please explain what you mean,"
said his dad.
"Well," said the boy, "it belongs to
me twice because, first, I made it and
then, second, I bought it."

Doesn't this illustrate our
relationship with God? We are His,
once because He created us and then
because He redeemed us. "Forasmuch
as ye know that ye were not redeemed
with corruptible things...but with the
precious blood of Christ."
(Dr. Moon is co-pastor of Thomas
Road Baptist Church, a position he has
filled for many years. He is one of the
nation's outstanding pastors, preachers
and teachers.)

ELMER TOWNS

Too Much To Eat

Last week I went to a church
banquet during a missions conference. The teen-agers were in
charge and wanted to teach the
church about world hunger. The
young people previously had fasted
during their weekend retreat to experience hunger. As we arrived at
the church, the teens divided the
adults into groups of 10 and seated
them at tables.
Each table represented a country
The proposed IRS ruling appears to
be a bureaucratic grab for power at the of the world. The people at each
expense of representative government, table were to eat food of that counseeking to substitute an administrative try. I sat at the "Swedish" table and
oligarchy for a republican form of had Swedish meatballs and potatoes.
government. Once accept the prmise Except for some bread and the main
that tax exempt status is a form of course, the table was bare. It was a
federal assistance, then the power to simple meal with none of the
tax becomes unlimited and will American side dishes.
The table representing Africa got
inexorably lead to the destruction of
our private institutions and our'per- nothing; the tables of the Orient nations got a bowl of rice. The teens
sonal freedoms.
brought about eight bowls of
Swedish meatballs to our table. We
wondered why they kept giving us
extra bowls. The American table was
I would greatly appreciate your served four platters of turkey and
support for my bill, H.R. 1002.
dressing. One lady at my table comRobert K. Dornan plained that she wanted turkey inMember of Congress stead of meatballs.
27th District, California
Some at the Oriental tables got
irritated at the kids because they
thought they were slow in serving.

• • • • •
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I Peter 1:18-19 tells us, "Forasmuch
as ye know that ye were not redeemed
with corruptible things...but with the
precious blood of Christ."
Ood created man in His own image
and placed him in perfect surroundings.
Adam was told by Ood, "Of every tree
of the garden thou mayest freely eat:
but of the tree of Knowledge and Good
and Evil, thou shalt not eat of it." Adam
disobeyed God and because of his sin
was separated from God and driven
from the Garden. For man to be
brought back into proper relationship
with God it was necessary for God to
pay the price of redemption. Christ was
the price i

The fact is, the kids did not plan on
serving more than rice.
The teens gave a speech at each
table to explain the problems and
statistics of world hunger. "Five
hundred will die of starvation during
this meal," we were told. The kids
explained that the center tables
were the Western nations; we were
given plenty of food to reflect our
privileged position in the world. The
outside tables had a few things, but
not enough food to go around. I carried some of our extra meatballs to
the other tables. An elderly man
from an underprivileged table went
and took a platter of turkey from the
American table. That reminded me
of revolution.
I stopped eating. I remembered
being in Haiti last year with the LBC
students. As we drove, through .the
starvation area in Haiti a man ran • it lomioi orii ,:. bnjtftai <..
out of a grass hut, gesturing as if he the dessert was. When he didn't apwere putting food in his mouth. He prove, he stomped out of the kitwas pleading for food. I was glad chen. (The kids explained that the
that Dr. Jerry Falwell had raised demonstration was over with the
thousands of dollars and sent them main dish and served a nice
hundreds of tons of food. I was glad dessert.)
The next day several people
that I was part of the publicizing of
apologized to me for the behavior of
that need.
I was also part of the team:..that the adults and the experiment of the
went to Southeast Asia this past kids. But no apology was needed. I
Christmas. We fed 27,000 children thought it was a great idea to comin refugee camps. I have agonized m u n i c a t e world hunger t o
over hungry people when they begg- Americans. I realize that people get
CHARLES R. CADE
ed food from me. I found that the angry when they are convicted of
hardest part of feeding 7,000 their selfishness and sin. But lest I
children in one day occurred when leave the wrong impression, it was a
we ran out of food. I had to tell a lit- vocal minority. Far more Christians
tle boy that he was one person too approved of the dinner than comlate. The line was closed. There was plained. They agreed that it was a
no more food. The one boy saddened good idea. We were told that we did
me, but the 7,000 happy faces glad- not have to pay, but most everyone
dened me. Again I was glad to be did. i
part of the Thomas Road Baptist
I do not know these kids, but I do
Church family that raised hundreds
know the work of God goes forward
of thousands of dollars for food.
with young people. They have vision
As I sat at that banquet, I watch- . and excitement. They are not afraid to
ed some American adults get irThe bedrock of Christian schools is ritated because they, did not get try a new way to communicate an old
truth. Young people, I salute you. May
about to be tested.
enough to eat. They got peaved at
Indeed, it is being sounded even as the teens. The irony was that it was you carry your boldness to the corners
you read this paper. The coming a missions banquet. Some had come - of the world. May you feed the spiritual
struggle appears to center around the because it was announced there hunger of the world - and the physical,
prominent features of school tax status. would be no speaker. Those people too.
However,, that is merely the edge of the got more of a message than they
sword.
bargained for.
The crux of the whole thing will be
'(Dr. Towns, who serves as editor of
"I came to enjoy a banquet," one
found at the hilt, the place where the person complained. "This is dumb."
the Journal-Champion, is one the
strength of the grip determines the
Another man went into the kit- nation's leading Christian writers and
survivability of the welder. There, the chen and demanded to know what pjgachers.)
critical factor is "stick-to-itiviness."
JIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIillMimiUIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
That's the same as commitment.
In today's combat for our schools'
victory is to be determined by the depth
of our commitment to pay the price of
survival.
As with most noble and worthy
accomplishments, great price and
effort is often required. This is the case
now. And the victors have been
Thomas Road Baptist Church
decided in advance.
The Christian school that will enPublisher
dure and not fall is the one that
Nelson Keener
correctly answers this question. Is your
Christian school a matter of conviction
Associate Publisher
or is it a matter of preference? If we
answer it is preference, the end is
Editor 1
sealed because at some point the threat I Elmer L.Towns
on its existence will exceed our ability \ Harry Covert . .
Managing Editor
to pay the price.
[ Glenn Pizor. . • .
Advertising Representative |
In contrast, if we answer it as \ Jon W. Cooper .
Compbsition
conviction, the future is open because
in the test of jail and court trial will I Susan Hayes . .
Typesetter
reveal that ultimately there is no
Contributing
Writers
alternative for us in the education of
Wanda Watson
our children.
The correct answer is, "A Christian
Robert Harris
school for my child is a matter of
Ruth
Tomczak
conviction for me."

The Test:
Our
Conviction

!

JOURNAL • CHAMPION

John Pyle
David Allison

(Charles R. Cade will graduate from
Liberty Baptist Seminary in May. He
Lynchburg, VA 24514
(Crane is a member of the U.S. has served as business manager of the
Phone
(804) 528-4112
House of Representatives from Illinois. Journal-Champion since May, 1978 and
recently
has
been
promoted
to
another
He holds a Ph.D. and is a former
position in the Old-Time Gospel Hour.) 1IIMIIIIIIHMIHUIIUnHIUIIIIIIII||||||MIHIIIIUIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIMHIIIIIIIIIIIUIIMUIUUIIIIIIIIUIUMUIIIIt
university professor.)
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UPDATE
Women's Retreat
Will Feature
Marilee Horton

living is high in Germany. Much prayer
is needed for the Garland's as they go to
Germany. If anyone is interested in
knowing more about their work or
would like to consider financially
helping the Garland's, please write to:
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Garland, c/o
Marilee Horton did such an out- Word of Life International, Schroon
standing job at the last Super Con- Lake, NY 12870.
ference, that she's been invited back as
speaker of the annual Spring Women's Many Religious Agencies
Retreat of Thomas Road Baptist Condemn IRS Proposal
Church.
After speaking at the Super Con- On
ference, Mrs. Horton was up all day
and night counselling with women who Private Schools
came to her with problems. Her downto-earth solutions stirred a need in the
WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP) ~ A
hundreds of women last October.
second group representing religious
This spring's Women's Retreat will
be held at Eagle Eyrie, April 7, organizations cited reservations with or
beginning at 9 a.m. and lasting until 9 opposition to a proposed revised Inp.m. Tuition is $9 for the day, including ternal Revenue Service procedure
luncheon, dinner, insurance and directed at private and church-related
schools.
registration.
Some non-sectarian groups
Last year approximately 400 women
attended this seminar, this year's theme expressed support for the revised
IRS proposal, under which the tax
is "A Woman For All Seasons."
Marilee Horton's husband works for collection agency would revoke the
Old-Time Gospel Hour as a steward- tax exemption of any private school
ship field man, working out of Tampa, it determines practices policies of
Fla. Mrs. Horton has been engaged in racial discrimination regarding
Child Evangelism and women's Bible students and staff.
Jerome Kurtz, Commissioner of
classes. She has a book to be published
told the
soon, Mama, Please Don't Die. The Internal Revenue,
title of the book came from her subcommittee the IRS "must carry
out its legal obligation to deny
frustration with life.
Marilee had multiple sclerosis, was exemption to schools that
The Internal
blind and paralyzed for months. She discriminate
Revenue
Service
must
make
has gained her sight and physical
abilities. She still has MS but it is in administrative decisions one way or
the other regarding the tax exempt
remission.
On one occasion she attempted status of private schools. This
suicide and while lying in the hospital, revenue procedure is a reasoned
lingering between life and death, one of response to the need for standards
her children sent her a note that under which decisions can be made
pleaded, "Mamma, please don't die." which are correct and defensible in
That note provided her motivation and litigation," he said.
a will to live.
In the seminar Marilee Horton will Taiwan Church Group
talk about handling emotional Appeals
problems and overcoming difficulties.
WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP) - PresiMrs. Celeste Wemp, sponsor of the
seminar, said, "We had so many dent Carter's decision to "derequests, that we are having her back." recognize" Taiwan and "normalize"
relations with the People's Republic
of China was compared to an Old
Testament incident by a member of
Liberty Baptist College 1977 a delegation of Taiwan Church
graduates Mr. and Mrs. Roger Garland leaders and members here.
Mrs. Esther Change Shiao-Foong
have been accepted by Word of Life
International as missionary candidates Lin, a well-known writer in Taiwan
and associate professor at Youngto Germany.
Garland's ministry will be to travel Ming medical college in Taipei, referaround Germany to the already red at a press conference to the
established fundamental Bible- story of Nathan telling King David
believing churches. He will start Bible about the rich man who took a lamb
clubs and train laymen to reach and from a poor man, killed it and servteach the young of their cities. The goal ed it at a dinner. She held that the
lamb is Taiwan, the rich man is the
is for evangelism and Bible training.
United States, and the guest of
Mrs. Garland is the former Jean honor at the dinner is the People's
Lawrie.
Republic of China.
Germany has approximately 63
The 10-member delegation armillion people, 90 per cent of the
population is "churchless." Germany rived in San Francisco Feb. 19 on a
once dominated the fundamental two-week visit to 15 cities for the
movement but extreme liberalism and purpose of conveying to American
communism is gaining ground, Mr. Christians that the people of Taiwan
are firm in their resolve to maintain
Garland said.
their freedoms and to ask that
Because of the trouble with the U.S. Americans "pray for free China"
dollar on the world market, the cost of

•••

Fred's Radio b TV
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PROGRAM TO BE TELEVISED

Pastor Edward Kobus, a member of
Accelerated Christian Education in
Pennsylvania, told Dr. Jerry Falwell's
office that "We will rally our students
and show up with banners and placards
because of the IRS attack on Christian
Schools and the Department of Labor's
attempt to enforce withholding tax on
church staff."
Dr. Falwell has organized the "I
Love America" rally for the steps of the
nation's capitol building in Washington,
D.C, from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. Friday.
April 27. Students from Liberty Baptist
College, the nationally-known LBC
Chorale, many senators and
congressmen and other political leaders
will join Dr. Falwell and other pastors
in the gigantic patriotic program.
Pastor Kobus is also pastor of the
Bible Baptist Church in Harrisburg,
Pa., and told the Journal-Champion,
"Our churches and church schools have
recently come under great threats by

r

proposed rulings and acts of
bureaucrats. I refer specifically to the
IRS attempt to enact regulations that
would control, tax and ultimately
destroy Christian schools.
Also, U.S. Secretary of Labor Ray.
Marshall is attempting to force
churches to pay Unemployment
Compensation Tax, thus controlling,
taxing and violating the religious
freedoms guaranteed to us by the First
Amendment to the Constitution."
Kobus represents a number of
churches and Christian schools that will
attend the Washington rally.
He told Dr. Falwell, "I can tell you
that our pastors of fundamental
churches and church schools are
unalterably opposed to this intrusion of
the government, particularly these
bureaucracies, into our religious
freedoms. We must stand together now
or well hang separately!"
In an interview with Dr. Falwell's

office the following instructions were
given for Christian schools coming to
the rally:

• Wear uniforms (if they are part of
the school regulations) to demonstrate
school unity.

Capitol, and other sites in the state's
capital.
• Register your school so you will
receive a packet of instructions
regarding parking of buses, lunches,
rest rooms, etc.

• Have the pupils cheer when their
school name is read during the roll call
of supporting schools.

Dr. Falwell has urged that every
Christian school join in this rally to let
our nation know that we mean
business. Kobus said, "I will do all I can
to urge the pastors and their schools
here in Pennsylvania to support this
rally."

• Plan an interview with the
congressman or senator from your
district after the rally. Write and tell
him what time the group will visit his
office. Provide a camera to take a
photograph of the legislator with the
student body.

Pastors are urged to fill in the forms
• The trip to Washington should be to indicate the number of pupils that
an instructed tour. Plan to visit the will be attending the Washington rally.

A Personal Message From Dr. Jerry Falwell
From the desk of

OR.
JERRY
FALWELL
March 1 9 , 1979

Dear Pastors:
We are going to Washington!!! And I want you to join me in letting our nation's
capitol know that there are fundamentalists who will stand up and be counted.
The issue is religious freedom. We are crusading against abortion-on-demand,
pornography and sex and violence on television, and government intervention.
Rut I am especially concerned about the IRS attempt to legislate regulations that
will'cipnt.rpl Christian schools. If they, do it, they will destroy the Christian
school movement. ' Fundamental pastors are unalterably opposed to intrusion by
bureaucracies into our religious freedom.
I think it is terrible that the government uses our tax money for abortions —
they kill babies and we pay for it. The government uses pornography for text
books in sex education courses. And television is getting more corrupt. Ten
years ago we would have been embarrassed to show a homosexual on T.Y., now they
appear on situation comedy programs and people laugh at them.
Join me at 11:00, April 27, 1979, on the west Capitol steps. There will be
several congressmen and senators making appearances. The students who originally
put on "I Love America" will present the music.
I want you to rally your people, firing several bus loads of people, You need to
be there standing on the platform.
Bring your Christian school pupils. We are dismissing our schools in Lynchburg
and will have over 2,000 students at the rally. I'm going to read a Roll-Call of
Christian Schools that support righteousness. I want your pupils to cheer when
I read their name.
Please fill out the attached card immediately so we can plan on your attendance
at this "I Love America" rally.
Sincerely yours in Christ,

•

.

Jer?y FaTwell

(Reserved Seats For Pastors Only.)

Join Us In Washington For
The "I Love America"
Rally

Please reserve a seat for me at the "/ Love A merica " rally on the Capitol steps.
Name

Church

Address

City

Phone
.Zip
State
Please announce the name of my Christian School.
School name

,

Church name
Address

Please Fill Out The
Attached Card and Mail It
TODAY!

City

State

Zip

Phone

Approximate Attendance
Mail To: Elmer Towns, Thomas Road Baptist Church
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
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LCA's Bev Buffington: Teacher, Coach Musician

• • •

•••

STUDENTS' FAVORITE FACULTY MEMBER
institutions under the Thomas Road
Baptist Church and related ministries
loanal-Ckaaptea Sua Wrtut
banner.
The young girl watched her tennis
Miss Buffington, 26, is active and
shot drift lazily over the nearby fence. disciplines her time and talents. As a
Frustrated, she slammed the racquet to leader, she believes she must be
the ground.
organized to provide students with
Coach Bev Buffington of Lynchburg "direction and to be taught to set goals
Christian Academy walked quietly up and to strive for them."
to the tennis novice and patiently
She is a native of Coatsville, Pa.,
explained, for th. fourth time, the and has been active in athletics and
necessary form.
music since she was a child. She has
The understanding gleam in her travelled the United States as a
eyes and the confidence hidden in her musician with Jack Wyrtzen and the
voice enabled the girl to smile, pick up Word of Life organization.
her racquet and begin to play, properly.
Miss Buffington is known as an
Coach Buffington is also an LCA accomplished trumpeter and has many
faculty member of many talents. Not times performed at Thomas Road
only is she an excellent athlete, she is Baptist Church and in hundreds of
an outstanding teacher and musician.
other churches and schools in Christian
The students make no bones about concerts. She is also a trumpet init, "Miss B" is one of the favorite structor and annually has a featured
teachers in Lynchburg Christian role in the Thomas Road Baptist
Academy, the oldest of the educational Church's "Living Christmas Tree."
BylOHNPYLE

REALTOR

1723 Heritage Circle
Brand new brick split level, three bedrooms, two
baths, large living room, entrance foyer, kitchen
and dining, large area with fireplace for future
family room on nearly an acre of land with creek
in rear. $51,900.00.
Margaret Templeton 237-2008

Miss Buffington conducts eighth grade Bible class at Lynchburg Christian Academy.
Students of Lynchburg Christian
Academy know her as a solid teacher of
the Bible but also as a fun-loving
personality who firmly believes that
success lies in "being where God wants
you to be and doing what He wants you
to do."
She maintains a modest, quiet
atmosphere and expresses confidence
in her future.
Miss Buffington's feelings can best
be expressed by her favorite Bible verse
(Philippians 3:14): "I press toward the
mark for the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus."
This spring, she has taken on the
major responsibility of coaching the
first LCA girls' tennis team and has
been serving as assistant atheletic
director of LCA.
She maintains a daily teaching
schedule from 8 a.m. until noon, she is
Coach Bev Buffington practices with tennis players Kay Barrett, a
busy in the afternoon planning and
junior (left) and Denise Hetrick, an LCA freshman.
developing the sports activities for the
Christian school.
and immediately became active in the coached the junior varsity volleyball
She doesn't like idleness and school's music ministry.
and basketball teams and coordinated
maintains a hectic schedule. She is
The Word of Life Singers took up the school's cheerleading program.
presently sponsor to the LCA varsity much of her time in college and she
"I love teaching at LCA," Miss
cheerleaders and has been serving in spent one year travelling through Buffington said. "We have the greatest
the new assistant atheltic director's post Europe, the Carribbean and Hawaii. In student body anywhere. Our students
since the second semester began.
1973, she joined the faculty of Lyn- enjoy earning their educations and to
She learned to play the trumpet chburg Christian Academy. During her serve the Lord. I'm proud to be a part
Bev Buffington with Eighth
from her father, himself a professional first four years, she taught Bible, of LCA."
•Grade
Student Scott Evans.
musician. When she turned 12 she
began to play for Jack Wyrtzen. After
graduation from high school, she
entered Lancaster, (Fa.) Bible College

Bring All The Songs You Love To Hear
Don and Robbie Sing In Your Home
Hear Don Sing: Redeemed Medley, Wonderful Peace, Sweet By and By, Jesus Led
Me All The Way, He Set Me Free, When We See Christ, Someday, He Hideth My
Soul, Happy Medley, and Cross Medley.
Hear Robbie Sing: Lift Him Up/Holy, Holy, Learning To Live Like A Child Of The
King, In The Garden, Beulah Land, I Want That Mountain, His Name Is Jesus, Fanny
Crosby Medley, Victory In Jesus, I Find No Fault In Him, Rise Again, It Must Have
Rained In Heaven, and I Should Have Been Crucified.

Spaeth Guides Library Growth
By I AMES MOORE
loanulCfcuaploa Sptchl Wrfl t r

Located underneath the classroom
area of Liberty Baptist Seminary on the
second floor of the old Keith Furniture
Building at Sixth and Church Streets in
Lynchburg, Va., the Liberty Baptist
Seminary library supports the academic
classes above both literally and
figuratively.
Its holdings have rapidly increased
in the past few years from just a few
books placed on the shelves by faculty
members to nearly 20,000 volumes,
according to Paul Spaeth, acting
director of library services.
Spaeth said that "we are a
specialized library. We strictly choose
books to support the study of theology,
unlike the college library which is more
geared towards a liberal arts
curriculum. The main part of the
collection are books that directly
support courses taught in the seminary,
but also represent the full range of
study in theology and religion."

The early history of the seminary
library was an attempt to build a library
capable of meeting the needs of the
student body.
"When I first came for my interview," Spaeth recalled, "there were
about a third of the books owned that
were fully catalogued, the rest were
placed on the shelves by faculty
members according to how they would
be used in their classes. When I started
working, they were trying to catalog
the books so we could order them from
the Library of Congress.
"Every student was involved,
classes were dismissed and the students
came to the chapel which was set up as
a work area. Because there was no
stairway between the second and third
floors, we had to haul all the books up
and down by handtruck. Both faculty
and students put in long hours on their
own time to help catalog the books so
we could get state approval to grant
master's degrees and the library was the
only thing holding that up."

Indicate number
Robbie Hiner album(s).
Don Norman album(s).

Mail Coupon To:
Old-Time Gospel Hour
Don and Robbie Albums
Lynchburg, VA 24514

Teacher vacancies in
Math, Science, Music, Bible, Home Economics,
English, 4th and 7th at
an accredited, Baptist
school of 450 students
K-12. Apply to Principal,
Massillon
Christian
School, 965 Overlook
S.W., Massillon, Ohio
44646.

Include $6.00 per album

Name
Address
City
State.

Spaeth said Mrs. Dorothy Hedding
was in charge of the library before he
came and much of what she did was
volunteer work. Through her efforts
the library was first organized and put
on a firm footing.
Another problem which has plagued
the seminary library from its founding
is a lack of space. Spaeth said "The
library only had the main reading room
at the beginning but we knocked a hole
in the wall and created a room for
processing books which made a great
difference in our efficiency. As a result
of our cataloguing and expansion, the
library was looked on favorably by the
State Council of Education and we
were given the right to grant advanced
degrees by the State of Virginia in the
areas of theology (master of divinity)
and Christian education (master of
arts)."
"LBS is growing so rapidly and it is
acquiring so many books that we are
feeling a great pinch for space, as does
the ministry as a whole," he added.
Spaeth is completing his second
year as acting director of library services. He heads a staff which includes
one other professional librarian, four
fulltime clerical workers and five
students who work a varying number of
hours.
Spaeth pointed out that "We are not
only acquiring books, but also back
issues of periodicals, also microfilms
and microfiche, not only periodicals
but also dissertations from various
other seminaries. We are collecting
cassette tapes of important speakers
and have started a curriculum lab for
Christian day school administration
majors. We have purchased curriculum
from Christian publishers to be studied
by students participating in the day
school administration program.
"With the growth of the seminary
we expect to have the library keep pace
and develop stronger holdings in even
more specialized areas," Spaeth added.

.Zip Code.
.And here we have a built-in garbage disposal
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New Cultural Programming Aids Students, Draws Local Interest
By A N G I E ELWELL

The artists are not primarily churchgoing groups, they are top-quality,
professional, born-again people who
What does "culture" mean?
Students come to LBC for a liberal arts. are renown in the secular field. Their
education, but do LBC students ac- art is not colloquial, it is "culture."
An Artist Series concert generally
tually know what a liberal arts
has an obvious appeal to the secular
education is?
community. Keener has brought in
The answers are surprising.
According to a poll taken recently, such well-known names as Hale and
only 60 per cent of the students in- Wilder, Opera star Jerome Hines and
terviewed had any idea at all of what a the world-famous Vienna Choir Boys.
There were over 1,000 tickets sold
liberal arts education is. The definitions
of "culture" ranged from "high society" to the Vienna Boys Choir concert —
to "the environment in which a person the majority of these to people outside
grows up" and even "the stuff you grow of Thomas Road Baptist Church and its
related ministries.
bacteria in!"
Keener believes that the Boys Choir
Do LBC students consider themselves to be a cultured people? Fifty- was "the biggest and best thing Lyntwo per cent do. Eighty-four per cent chburg has had in fine arts. We scored a
wish they were more cultured. Thirty- bull's eye with that concert."
Many secular people attended and
six per cent, however, don't appreciate
were highly impressed with the fact that
"culture" and want no part of it.
To further the development of Thomas Road Baptist Church would
culture, LBC first presented the Artist host the concert. People who have lived
Series Program in 1976. The first en- in Lynchburg for years stepped through
semble to performing in the series was the doors of Thomas Road Baptist
the Melody Four Quartet. The group Church for the first time to hear the
was well received, and the series Vienna Boys Choir.
became established to present fine arts
Besides bringing in the general
to LBC students.
public, the Artist Series plays another
Lamarr Keener is Director of major role — one in the education of
Student Activities and responsible for LBC students. Keener noted that
arranging the Artist Series per- Christians play an important role in
formances. He also arranges the society and it is important to know what
calendar for the Sacred Concert Series, culture is all about. Christians should
a seperate series altogether. The be able to relate to everyone in society
Sacred Concert Series is designed — the upper class as well as the lower
merely for inspiration and Christian class.
entertainment.
The Artist Series also provides an
The performers are church-going opportunity for LBC students to learn
how to act and dress in a formal
ministries.
They usually are not active in situation. It is a part of a liberal arts
secular performances. The Sacred education to gain a wide variety of
Concert Series has recently hosted His experiences. LBC's graduates must be
Ambassadors, Eternity, Renaissance well-prepared to face the outside
and Kay Dekalb. These performances world; they must also be experienced;
are relaxed and usually well-attended and be able to speak intelligently in
many areas.
by the student body.
Such is the rationale of the Artist
The appeal of an Artist Series
Concert is totally different. The at- Series program, yet not many students
mosphere is not relaxed, it is formal. are benefitting from the opportunities

if

Plan now to avoid the
S u m m e r ®'u*fcjr>f

available to them. Of the students
surveyed, only 28 per cent of them
attended the Vienna Boys Choir
concert.
The Sacred Concert Series did not
fare much better; only 40 per cent
attended His Ambassadors in concert.
Twenty-eight per cent of those interviewed were totally unfamiliar with
the Artist Series.
Students owe it to themselves to
become familiar with the Artist Series,
Keener said. He is striving to make it
the best program around and that is no
easy job.
"When compared to the other
colleges around," he said, "our concert
series doesn't even come close."

Bob Jones University hosts one cessful, because 36 per cent of the
excellent Artist Series a month. Many students interviewed replied that they
local colleges have well-established thought the Artist Series was "exArtists Series. LBC is limited to one cellent."
Another 36 per cent designated the
Artist Series a semester, primarily
because of the financial burden. An program "satisfactory." No one was
Artist Series concert can cost between displeased.
Students did have suggestions for
$4,000 and $6,000, while a Concert
Series fee is usually between $500 and future concerts however, the most
popular request was for drama —
$1,000.
Music is also another consideration, sacred and secular. Musical drama and
particularly in the Sacred Concert Shakespearean drama were mentioned
Series. Keener decides whether or not often. Contemporary music groups
to invite a group after listening to their were second in popularity, then
professional
most recent album. His purpose is to followed symphony,
find the music that will please the soloists, orchestras, comedians, opera
and speakers of all kinds.
majority of the student body.
The future looks bright. Keener has
Keener has apparently been suc-

several drama teams under consideration.
Comedian Jerry Clower is scheduled
for an Artist Series in November and
Dave Brubaker, Johnny Hall, the
Renaissance Trio, Jim Sunderwirth,
Moore and Moore, the Cathedrals and
the Ohman Brass are pending confirmation for Concert Series appearances. So, whether your tastes are
Bach or Brubacher, in Mendelsson or
magicians, your kind of culture is on its
way!
(Angle El well, a Liberty Baptist College
Journalism student,
prepared
this
article as part of a class assignment.)
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Brings To Your Church

FAMILY UNIT and
SOUL-WINNING
^ f t f r ^ SEMINARS
Other Great Seminars Include:
•Week-long revivals •Summer camps
•Rallies
•Youth meetings
. . . . "I would heartily
recommend
Brother
Landtroop to any local
church interested in revival
and in winning souls to
Christ."
Dr. Jerry Falwell
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Mr. Landtroop is also a Greek instructor
and Administrative Assistant to Dr.
Robert L. Hughes, Dean of Liberty
Baptist Seminary.
A pastor from Windham,
New York writesi . .
"During the week Brother
Dorm was at our church for
the family seminars we saw
souls saved, families
committed to the Lord, and
changed lives. He has the
highest recommendation
from us and we thank Cod
for him."
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"Dorman Landtroop is an
excellent soul-winner and
Bible scholar and has a
winsome personality."
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Join Us For The 1979 Old-Time Gospel Hour Holy Land
Study Tour (November 5-14)
Dr. Jerry Faiivell will host the tour with special guest
Formore information contact: Rev. Don Norman,

Holy Land Tour Coordinator, P.O. Box

Dr. B.R. Lakin
llll,

Lynchburg, VA 24514
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REP. BUTLER TELLS COLLEGE STUDENTS:
'CONGRESS TO BE BETTER BEHAVED'

If Rep. M. Caldwell Butler is right,
the American people can look forward
to a "more well-behaved Congress"
during these next two years.
According to him, there will be less
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INTRODUCING
PAUL
BARRINQER

OUR NEWEST
A880CIATE.
Paul is an
experienced
businessman, a
graduate of
Moseley-Flint
School of Real
Estate and a
senior at Liberty
Baptist College.
C i v * Him
A Call At
384-5578

VSkUM
^

R«e,. ta.

239-6918

bribery charges and immorality charges floor. Here are some of his remarks.
against the Congressmen, while at the
Concerning abortion, Butler insame time they'll be paying attention to dicated he probably would vote against
balancing the budget.
it in general, but would vote yes on
And, though Butler said officially cases where the mother's health is
recognizing Red China was a "step in jeopardized if the unborn child is not
the right direction," and that Congress taken from her. He said he cannot take
has given the power of foreign policy to a definite stand either pro or con,
the President, he still thinks President because only a third of his 500,000
Carter made an "unwise decision" when constituents subscribe to any one of the
views concerning abortion anyway:
he pressed to de-recognize Taiwan.
"If I was the President, I would have against it in any form, in favor of it only
done it differently, but nobody's asking when medically necessary, in favor of it
at the mother's discretion.
me," Butler said.
Concerning the Equal Rights
Of course, politics may not matter
much to Liberty Baptist College Amendment: "I've never had to vote on
students, for less than 20 of them it. I have real reservations against the
showed up to hear the Democratic wisdom of it." Butler voted against
Representative
of the 6th extending the voting time on ERA,
Congressional District of Virginia at his which he believes will pass quickly.
scheduled speech at the 6:30 News and Rather than abolishing it completely,
Views program on Liberty Mountain he advocates rewriting it in a way that
would take out
undesirable
last Monday.
That could have been because many ramifications — such as requiring the
students were involved in Dean Edward military to draft women — and
Dobson's New Testament class at resubmitting it for ratification.
Thomas Road Baptist Church at that
time. Student Affairs Director Lamar
Keener took that into consideration,
made a last-minute decision to relocate
Butler and his handful of listeners to the
church, and gave the Congressman an
opportunity to speak to more than 500
LBC students for an hour just before
they took a quiz.
John Longacre, a polio victim since
"This next Congress looks to me to he was 21 years old but also a sucbe a different Congress than any we cessful Christian businessman from
have had in the past," Butler shared Seattle, Wash., will address members
with the students. "There are 77 new of the Christian Business and
members now, and the average age is Professional Men's Association at their
younger than it has been in the past." In monthly luncheon meeting from 12
addition to being more "well-behaved," noon to 1 p.m. Friday, March 23 at
he believes the 96th Congress will press Davidson's Family Dining in Lynto fight taxes more than previous chburg.
Congresses have.
Longacre, a manufacturer and
On the question of Red China and wholesaler of small appliance parts,
Taiwan, Butler believes the former's will deliver a testimony about how he
attempts to modernize should be overcame his handicap and succeeded
recognized by the United States, that in a highly competitive field, letting
she has a lot to offer the rest of the Christ guide him to the abundant life.
The cost for the luncheon/meeting
world commercially. "Yet Taiwan has
been our friend and ally for many is $2.75 per person. All Christian
years, and I believe that it was a business and professional men are
mistake to turn our backs on her."
invited to attend.
The organization also will sponsor a
Butler spent much of his allotted
time answering questions from the prayer breakfast beginning at 7 a.m. at
Howard Johnson's Restaurant on the
same day.

Seattle Polio
Victim To Speak
To Christians

Wm. F. Sheehan
Attorney-At-Law
Call 237-2658
For Appointment

LBC Students Pray
'Round The Clock
With the main purposes of praying
for "Nehemiah Club" supporters, for
the construction progress on Liberty

WILSON'S BOOK AND
BIBLE REBINDING
All Work Guaranteed
Free estimates upon request

V

(916) 241-6038
FRED WILSON
OWNER

1333 ORANGE AVE.
REDDING, CA 96001

Concerning the attempts of the
Internal Revenue Service to take away
tax-exempt status from Christian
schools because it charges they violate
Civil Rights laws: "I've testified against
the issue being forced on Christian
schools. I believe your pastor and I are
in agreement on this matter."
On his reaction to President Carter's
recent accomplishments in the Middle
East: "It took a lot of courage, because
he put his own and the country's
prestige on the line. I think it is to his
credit that he pulled it off.
"But," he added, "I hope we won't
start sending the President all around
the world every time somebody yells
'fire' or when two people need to come
together."
Concerning whether he would
prefer a stronger state or federal
government, Butler, a true Southerner,
opted for states' rights. "The individual
state governments know the needs of
their people better and can take care of
them better than the federal govern-

ment, which is over the whole country."
Concerning gun control legislation:
"Nothing in the Constitution requires
the registering of firearms. On the
other hand, it points out the right to
bear arms. Any change in the present
gun control laws would be of doubtful
value."

increase its own salaries when the
national deficit is so high?
To which Butler replied. "You've
got to raise the salaries to keep pace
with other professionals." He pointed
out that 50 percent of the House are
lawyers, and yet their incomes fall
somewhat short of the $57,000 average
annual attorney's income today.

What is Congress doing to
demonstrate fiscal responsibility?
"Precious little."
Butler told the students that the .
federal budget deficit for the present
fiscal year is $40 billion, and the
projected deficit fiscal year starting
Oct. 1.1979 is $29 billion.

Butler also spent time explaining hit
role on Capitol Hill. The 6th District
covers an area including the cities of
Lynchburg, Roanoke and Staunton.
Virginia has 10 Congressmen as well as
two Senators. Butler serves on the
House Judiciary Committee, which has
34 members and seven subcommittees.
He also serves on the subcommittee
which deals with antitrust laws and
immigration.

Mountain and for revival at LBC and
across America, approximately 1,200
students joined in a group effort of
prayer and Bible reading.
For four consecutive weeks from
Feb. 11 to March 10, about 300
students weekly prayed together and
read God's Word around the clock.
Normally four to six students would
meet together for 30 minutes. One
student would pray silently, and one
would read the Bible while the rest of
the students listened. They rotated
every 10 minutes.
Although most students had a
scheduled time to meet, several
students went more often than
scheduled and stayed longer than their
30 minute Segments. The students read
through the Bible from Genesis to
Revelation nine times.

There is a limit of 70 people according to Director Norm Hedding. In
order to participate in overnight trips
sponsored by the Jolly Sixties, you must
be 55 years or over and must have
attended an overnight trip or two
previous Jolly Sixties activities.
The cost of the trip is $110 for two
to a room, $105 for three to a room and
$99 for four to a room. These prices
include bus transportation, all entrance
fees to tours and motel accomodations.
The approximate costs for meals is $30$50 and $10-$30 for souvenirs. A $10
deposit is required now.
Additional information is available
at the Jolly Sixties office, (804)5284112.

Middle School
Crusade Planned

Sixty-eight Thomas Road Baptist
Church AWANA boys and girls (grades
3-8) participated in the semi-final
AWANA Olympics on Saturday,
March 17. The semi-finals AWANA
Olympics were held at William Fleming
High School in Roanoke, Va with four
churches entering. The four teams,
representing the western portion of
Virginia, entered 10 sporting events.
The State Olympic finals will be
held Saturday, March 24 at 2 p.m. at
Highland Springs High School in
Richmond, Va. There is an admission
charge of $1. Everyone is welcome to
come cheer the TRBC team to victory.

The TRBC junior high department
has planned a "city-wide crusade" to
reach Lynchburg middle school
students.
A trip to King's Dominion is
scheduled for Saturday, March 31.
Buses will be leaving from Thomas
Road Baptist Church and various points
about Lynchburg at 8 a.m. A special
performance from the Youth Aflame
Singers will be a highlight of the King's
Dominion activity. For more information, call 239-9281 ext. 65.

Florida Trip
Planned
The Jolly Sixties have planned a
Florida tour May 7-13. The tour will
include Disneyworld, Cypress Gardens,
Marineland, Alligator Farm and the
Fountain of Youth.

But, despite the drop in the deficit,
the country still has a national debt of
more than $800 billion, and "that's too
much," he added.

When informed of the special "I
Love America" rally to be held in
Washington, D.C. on Friday, April 27,
Butler indicated he would attend

Which prompted another question
from his audience: Why does Congress

group, "Moore and Moore" will sing for
the Single's Department in Sunday
School and Jimmy De Young will be the
guest speaker.

Awana
Olympics

Active
Singles

AUDREY RUTH TRIPP

Miss Tripp,
Mr. W instead
Are Engaged
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald E. Tripp of
East Dundee, 111., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Audrey
Ruth to Mr. Jeffrey Winstead, son oi
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Winstead of
Altoona, Pa.

"Single Purpose", the Thomas
Road Baptist Church Single's
Department choral group, presented
the program for the TRBC college and
career Sunday School class on Sunday,
March 18. The program consisted of
singing, drama and a puppet presentation. On Super Sunday of the Youth
Conference, March 25 the singing

Courtney Michelle Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Bill T. Ross announce
the birth of their daughter, Courtney
Michelle. She was born in Virginia
Baptist Hospital March 5, weighing in
at seven pounds, two ounces.

in

WATCH YOUR MAILBOX
FOR DETAILS

Mr. Winstead is a graduate of
Altoona Area High School, Altoona,
Pa.; Moody Bible Institute, Chicago,
HI.; and Liberty Baptist College. He is
presently working on a Master of
Divinity Degree at Liberty Baptist
Seminary.
A July 14 wedding is planned in the
old sanctuary of Thomas Road Baptist
Church.

THON
BIGGEST
EVENT
IN THE
HISTORY OF
SSOCIATED
FURNITURE
SALES

Miss Tripp is a graduate of IrvingCrown High School, Elgin, 111., and
Greenville College, Greenville, 111.
N

Coach Ross is the defensive
coordinator for the Liberty Baptist
College football team. They are parents
of two other daughters.

5-A CONCESSIONS can
add the fun and "flavor"
(as well as extra money in
the treasury) to your
church
or
Sunday
School's next event. We
offer fresh popcorn,
peanuts, candy apples,
Fluffys Cotton Candy,
and much more. Call us
for full free information(804)528-8874
Today's a good day to come by Fidelity
American Bank and open a No-ServiceCharge Checking account. Every month, it
will save you money. And that's dollars, not
just pennies.
It's only good sense to save anyway you
can. Anywhere you can.
At Fidelity, as long as you have one penny
in your checking account, there is absolutely
no service charge. However many checks
you write.
Visit a Fidelity office today and open a NoService-Charge Checking account. It will
mean extra money in your pocket from the
bank that saves you money.
Mwitjw KJit

PuuMeU
o C h r i s t i a n Vacation
Cmnlti
for thm w h o l e family

CHRIST CENTERED
BIBLE TEACHING
FAMILY CAMPING
YOUTH CAMPS
RETREAT FACILITIES
RELAXED ATMOSPHERE|
REASONABLE RATES
SWIMMING POOL
[Com* . . . V a c a t i o n on our mountaintop and
experience s p i r i t u a l refreshment in a l e t t i n g
of natural beauty. WRITE FOR BROCHURES

E 3 AMERICAN BANK
Working to be your bank,
planning to stay your bank.

P I N N A C L E C H R I S T I A N CAMPS
R.D. 1, V O O R H E E S V I L L E , N.Y. 12186
(SIB) 8 7 2 - 1 0 5 3
CHRISTIAN CAMPINQ SINCE 1898
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DEACONS BACKBONE OF T.R.B.C.
Continued From Page One
tendent of the Primary Department.
Today he is director of Childrens
Ministries, overseeing Sunday School,
AWANA, children's church, and all the
other ministries to children. Even
though he is active in organizing,
ministering, and helping, Eldridge
Dunn sees his main duty as a deacon
over the years Has been praying for
Jerry Falwell. R.C. Woriey, another
original deacon, agrees, saying, "God
has called me to pray for our church
and for our pastor."
Woriey also feels called to the
ministry of visitation. He mentions,
'The greatest thing that TRBC has left
undone, is visiting the l o s t . . . all of us
could have done a much greater job of
winning the lost and built a much
greater church."
Ray Horsley is another deacon who
has found a fulltime position in the
church. As director of Elim Home, he
works with the alcoholics in the role of
a pastor. Yet as a deacon, Horsley also
reminded the lournal-Champlon that a
deacon must be a good example in the
home, so that the family will be
obedient to Jesus Christ." He believes
the deacons have lived up to that

BOOST YOUR SPRING SUNDAY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

BRAND NEW-A Must for Pastors and Teachers
never been one dissenting vote among and healthy. "I hope we never have to
responsibility.
The deacons realize that they have the deacons." To this Percy Hall, do it; I hope the Lord comes first,"
Over 40 Chapters dealing with practically
another task which is benevolence for chairman, notes, "I have never worked Percy Hall said. However, when the
the poor and needy. As Percy Hall was with a greater group of men in my life." time does arrive, the deacons know
every area of Sunday School work.
The deacons have much higher their job is not to call the next pastor.
being interviewed, another deacon
came and told him of a family who had standards for a person becoming a They know their job is to help the
Dr. Lee Roberson says...
"In (his bcx>k are tdfM And promotional plans which
spent the night in their car on the deacon than for a person becoming a church every way they can. So they will
havo boon effective in our work through tht? lant thirchurch parking lot because they had no church member. Percy Hall indicated assist even then.
ty-five years."
money for a motel or food. The deacons should not dance, attend
Presently, the deacons of the
weather was freezing, and they had no movies, smoke, drink, or participate in Thomas Road Baptist Church are: Oma
Clof tntt Sciton
ENClOStD IS J3 00 PIUS .50 FO* HANDLING
gasoline for the car. "We'll get them the other sins of the flesh. Even though Bradner, Guy Brumfield, Carl Cowan,
1901 Union A vt.
some money," Percy Hall said em- the deacons at Thomas Road Baptist F.W. Doss, Eldridge Dunn, Percy Hall,
PIMM Mnd mi "Kg Ictvai For A Better Sunday School"
phatically. And before the morning Church are elected for life, several Jack Harlow, W.E. Hawkins, Jim
services were oyer, the deacons were years ago one had to be dismissed for Hicks, David Horsley, Ray Horsley,
AI$o Includes:
not living up to the standards of the Bob Hubbard, Tommy Lankford, E.J.
ministering to the needs of this family.
Hundreds of Special Days
Lawhorne, Lloyd McAllister, Sam K.
Many Sunday School Campaigns |
When R.C. Woriey was in- church.
At present there are 22 deacons in Pate, Sam M. Pate, G.D. Smith, W.A.
terviewed, he was returning from giving
Order Today From.. II
a $100 check to a family that had no the church, and there has not been an Smith, R.C. Woriey, James Wright and
food or fuel oil. In addition to this, the election of additional deacons for John Wright.
deacons distribute Christmas baskets to several years. When a new election is
called, the deacons will recommend
the elderly at the holiday season.
Sam K. Pate, Jr., reflects another names to the congregation. At that time
purpose of the deacons, helping the the church may add additional names
pastor in the fiscal affairs of the church. through the process of nomination. The
Pate had worked at a local steel church members will vote by paper
company. When the new sanctuary and ballot, and those receiving the majority
classroom building was needed, it was will be elected.
approved by the deacons and scheduled
The deacons do not meet often.
to be brought to the local congregation. "We usually meet when there is a
The deacons asked Sam to design and need," according to Bob Hubbard.
prepare the mechanical drawings and Oma Bradner noted, "We all keep our
architectural specifications for the new eyes open and do what is necessary;
Episcopal Paper Refuses building.
It took an all-out effort, but that way we don't need a lot of
Sam Pate stayed home all day and night meetings." Bradner indicated, "One of
Advertisement Of Gay
and finished the unheard of task in the primary duties of a deacon is to be
Rights Group, Triggers
seven days. What would take an ar- ready to do anything that the pastor
chitectural firm several months to asks."
Debate
complete, was presented to the
Today's housing market is characterized by rising construction
"We don't have unnecessary
t
congregation. They approved it the meetings of the deacons," stated its
RICHMOND, Va. (EP) ~ A hard- following Sunday. Oma Bradner, a
costs and interest rates. These two factors, together with high
hitting editorial titled "Gay Is Not deacon for 12 years, assisted Sam in chairman, Percy Hall, "and we don't
call
a
congregational
meeting
unless
we
Okay" in the Virginia Churchman, this project. As a result of the help that
utility costs, have made ownership difficult, if not impossible. We
official newspaper of the Episcopal Sam Pate gave to Dr. Falwell, he have business to transact."
at Ford-Garbee feel we have a solution to this problem: OUR
Everything required of deacons has
Diocese of Virginia, has triggered a became business manager of the
major dispute among Virginia church, supervising the buying, selling, been done by them at Thomas Road
NEW HOMES AT "LONG MEADOWS" SUBDIVISION.
Baptist Church — everything except
Episcopalians.
and controlling the funds of the church one. The deacons have never had to
The editorial was run to explain why for several years.
call a pastor. Jerry Falwell, who
an advertisement in behalf of
Sam Pate, Jr., noted, "There has founded the church, is very much alive
homosexuals had been pulled by the
paper's new editor, David W. Virtue.
The editorial by Mr. Virtue was his first
"ONCE SAVED,
in becoming editor of the newspaper.
What prompted the editorial is the Evangelist Cancelled By
ALWAYS SAFE"
fact that an advertisement by a group
This book hat 4 chapters: "A Child of God Can
known as Integrity will no longer ap- Station For
Never Be Lost," "A Child of God Should Live
Holy," "Saved People Do Sin," and "What
pear in the newspaper. Mr. Virtue had Homosexuality Remarks
Happen When a Saved Person Sins?" Send a
demanded that it be withdrawn or he
dollar bill and receive this book, PLUS 4 othwould not accept the editorship of the
ers: "When a New World Begins," "Heaven,
DALLAS (EP) - A weekly
newspaper. The Integrity group television program of James Robison,
Hell and Salvation," "The Blessed Hope of
Christ's Return," and "Do We Live Alter
promotes the concerns and interests of Southern Baptist evangelist, has been
Death?" Full-length Bible messages! ALL 5
homosexuals in the diocese and a cancelled by WFAA-TV (Channel 8) in
books lor only SI.001 Send this ad and a dolcorrollary unit helps provide a bridge of Dallas because of remarks he made
lar bill with your name and address to:
understanding with parents of about homosexuality on his program.
JOHN L BRAY, Dept. JC
THE EATON
homosexuals.
THE POWHATAN
At a news conference, the 35-yearP.O.
Box
509
Mr. Virtue, contacted by telephone old Robison, who expressed shock,
Lakeland, Florida 33802
for RNS, said that within the first few recalled the program and said, "I
days after the editorial appeared, 40 pointed out the fact that homosexuality
letters had been sent to him — "32 for is a sin, and I also stated that we must
and 8 against" the editorial. The normal love those who are guilty of sin, inflow of letters for an entire month cluding homosexuality. I was told by
between editions, he said, is at most the management of WFAA that this
half a dozen.
went against their policy."
WFAA-TV station manager Dave
Understanding
Lane said the syndicated program was
cancelled because of a "continuing
The Hebrew: A
problem" with Robison making
Book Review
statements "about other religious
organizations and community groups."
By Lindsay Howan
Old Testament Word Studies (An Mr. Lane said, "These statements
English Hebrew and Chadle Lexicon subject Channel 8 to the personal atand Concordance), William Wilson. tack and controversial public issue
Kregel Publications, 1978, 819.95, p. provision of the (Federal Communications Commission's) 'Fairness
556.
W.E. Vine gave the English Doctrine.' In these cases, we have
Insurance work,
student an instrument to discover the made time available to the groups and
organizations
attacked
by
Robison."
refinishing, etc.
New Testament Word Studies of the
Mr.
Lane
said
the
station
received
a
Greek. William Wilson has produced a
For Information on "Long Meadows" Contact:
volume for the English student to gain call from the Dallas Gay Caucus
an understanding of the Old Testament demanding equal time to respond to the
FORD-GARBEE & CO., INC., REALTORS
812 Mercury St.
evangelist's charges. Mr. Lane exwords from the Hebrew.
(528-4040)
Off Wiggington Rd.
This book will assist those with a plained the transcript of the show was
in Lynchburg
working knowledge of Hebrew and evaluated by the station's law firm,
John L. Swann, Jr. 239-5541
those who have never had the op- which "concurred that the homosexual
E. Austin Salmon, Jr. 239-1213
portunity to study the original community had been attacked and
languages. This valuable reference should be given free time to respond."
Phone: 384-2182
Mr. Robison insisted, "The gay
work reveals the shades of meaning of
the Hebrew words which normally only community has no right to demand
the Hebrew scholar would be abla to equal time any more than I have a right
to demand equal time on prime time
search out.
This is an exhaustive dictionary and because 'Soap' (an ABC weekly
concordance of the words as they television show) has a tendency to gain
appear in the King James Version. The sympathy for gay activists. (WFAA-TV
Hebrew word is shown under the is an ABC affiliate.) Robison's show was
English topic. The meaning and listing cancelled by WFAA-TV three years
of all the passages in which the word ago after a church in Fort Worth
demanded equal time and again in 1977
occurs are included.
"Build Me an Orphanage." "Build it in the shape of the Cross." "Build an orphanage so that the children who are homeless
will know that I care." Cod wants these children that no one else wants. This will add to His army in leading the cause of Christ.
This book is a "must" for all serious for his attacks on homosexuals and
Bible students, certainly laymen, but Playboy magazine. Each time it was
Again, He said: "Build Me an Orphanage!" "But, Lord who am I? I live from pay day 'till pay day. I worry about the utility bills, the
also, excellent for pastors and reinstated, but Lane said this time the
house rent, and the high cost for educating my children. Lord I can't build an orphanage." But again He said, "Son, build Me an
cancellation
is
"permanent."
seminarians.
Orphanage! I will provide the way! I will have My people to help in the effort of this project. I will inspire them in the way that you
are inspired." Then I asked, "Lord, give me a sign that it is You and not my imagination. Please, Lord, give me a sign."
The next day, on my lunch hour, an elderly lady came into the restaurant where I was sitting and sat down beside me, saying,
"Young man, for some reason I am supposed to tell you about a man who will speak at our church tonight on the subject, 'How I
started a Christian Orphanage.' " At that moment, I knew that Cod had honored my request for a sign. Then He inspired me to
write a book "Poems of Life," concerning our American flag and handicapped children. This book is one way that I will build the
orphanage for Cod. The proceeds from this book will go directly to the foundation fund. He said He will provide the inspiration to
You! If you are a minister or a group leader, please, present this to your people. Pray until you "touch the hem of His garment."
God doesn't go things halfway. He inspired me on this end, and He will inspire you on the other end. Order as many copies as Cod
tells you to order. He is most powerful, just take time and let Him talk to you. So, after you pray about this, send for your free copy.
Please enclose $2.00 per copy for postage and handling. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
Chnflonoago, T t n n t t i * * 37404

NEW HOMES!!

Low Interest Rates....

Low Down Payments....

Energy Conscious Construction

SANDROF
AUTO BODY
Now Open
For Business

In order to satisfy demand, we are
stepping up our construction activity.
We are now in position to offer many
excellent lots from which to choose. In
addition, we have just received
$1,000,000 in mortgage money at 8VA%\
If you have been waiting, NOW IS THE
TIME!

GOD SAID:

ELIZABETH NESBIT
384-2663
EVELYN LOWE
237-2092

Mail coupon to:
Robert Inman
7205 Elmbrook Lane
Knoxville, TN 37918

Copies @ $2.00 per copy for postage and handling.
Name
Street

fteoEfaj. 9KC.
REALTOR

8420-A Timberlake Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502
239-6918

City _
State
Zip Code

\
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HARVEY'S MOTEL

CREATIVE DIRECTOR BOB BEASLEY

Cartoonist Uses Graphic Talents For Jesus
By BOB HARRIS
hwr»«l Ck.«pfc>. SMR WHl.t

Just one mile from
*
*
*
*

LBC and TRBC

Air Conditioned
Swimming Pools
Color TV
Telephone*

9 0 Units
In the City of Lynchburg
On Route 2 9 Bus. South
FOR RESERVATIONS

(804) 239-2611

VISIT - WORK ON MISSION FIELD
JUNE 15-22

Bible Baptist Shepherd
Ron [Dan Corley
P.O. Box696
Bloomfield, N.M. 87413

JULY 20-22
We invite you to visit the
NAVAJO!
(LARGEST
Indian tribe in U.S.) See old
Pueblo Ruins, visit Navajo
hogans and eat Navajo
foods.
Many LIVES are changed
while visiting this very
UNFORGETABLE week.
$30.00per week.

He stands tall, well over six' feet,
wears shined shoes, has wire-rimmed
glasses and kept blond hair. More
important, he pumps out new ideas
about as fast as Iran used to pump oil
before the revolution.
His name is Bob Beasley and since
Jan. 2 he has been employed by the
Old-Time Gospel Hour graphic arts
department as its director. Soon, when
that department changes its name, he
will be known as the director of
creative services.
A look at the most recent issue of
"Faith Aflame" magazine, is an indication of the first result of his new
leadership. The bi-monthly inspirational work has changed format, to
what is now an almost "Life" magazinelike in its appearance.
Bob Beasley's whole world consists
of art. He is even syndicating a comic
strip in his spare time called "Phil O.
Soffer" (philosopher, get it?), about
whom he calls "a conservative gent"
who teaches social studies and gets
himself in all sorts of humorous
situations. So far, the Chicago TribuneNew York News syndicate has viewed

BOB BEASLEY
Advertising
Ideas
of
1973."
This
last text material.
But first Bob joined the Army
Then, on Jan. 2, - three years to the
National Guard. His interest in design award was bestowed on Beasley and the
and artwork continued and when he left Daily Press by the Association of In- day he branched out with his own firm the National Guard he landed a job as a ternational Newspaper Executives for a - Bob Beasley was hired by Thomas
window and point of purchase display three-color ad created for "The Rug Road Baptist Church.
artist at Sears and Roebuck in June Shop."
Two major developments will occur
1959. While there, Bob became more
Those three years of self- in the near future, under his direction.
and more interested in design and employment imposed upon Bob the First, the ministry is purchasing its own
advertising layout — a specialized form challenge of surviving in a tough "in
house"
photocompositionof art which, he was later to find out, business. "The early days were rough," typesetting equipment. By using its own
has become a booming business in the he said, "but not as rough as I thought typesetting machinery, the Old-Time
70s.
Gospel Hour will be able to become a
they'd be."
In February 1972, Bob Beasley publishing house, expanding its output
Because of his interest, Bob
Beasley, instead of going on to college, trusted Jesus Christ as his Lord and while at the same time cutting cost.
Secondly, "Faith Aflame'' will get
joined the Daily Press as a retail ad- Saviour. He was led to Christ by Gene
vertising salesman during the summer Parisher, pastor of the Bethel Freewill bigger — not in size, but in page
of '60. He also attended Dale Carnegie Baptist Church in Hampton, Va. numbers. There is also a possibility it
classes in public speaking for he knew Almost immediately, Bob felt called will become a monthly inspirational
that selling his work would involve such into some form of fulltime Christian magazine, publishing twice as often as
work, so he started helping his small now.
gifts for public relations purposes.
All of this is pleasing to Bob
At about this time, newspaper church with its graphic arts needs. He
composition techniques were changing made tracts and Sunday School Beasley, as well as to his associates.
all across the country. At first, com- material and found that he was happier One of them confided that he tends to
be a teacher as well as an employer,
posers used hot lead to lay out the doing that than anything else.
pages and prepare metal plates which
This caused him to look for op- sharing his techniques with his fellow
would then be slapped onto a press. portunities in church work. Late in artists.
Then, a photographic techinque called 1978, he learned that Thomas Road
"I feel like I'm right in the center of
"cold type" came into widespread use, Baptist Church was looking for an art the Lord's will," Beasley said. "I'm very
creating a wider range of possibilities director. At first, he was consulted happy now."
for a newspaper's art department. when "Faith Aflame" wanted to change
His wife, who hails from Danville, is
Using cold type, an art department its format. The new format, known as alsq very happy to be closer to home.
could make more full-color and four- "full bleed," allows for;prfr§±qt ;$t6\.J Bob and Jeanette are the parents of six
color reproductions than ever before.
space on a page of paper to be used. J children: David, Bonnie, Laura, Linda,
The
result is a cleaner, more comBeasley spent nine years in retail
Tammie, and Marjorie, who range in
advertising, then was promoted to prehensive display of art, headings and age from 18 to three years.
manager of the Art and Copy department. He picked up the latest trends
from all across the country, using them
and improving on them with the Press.
As manager of the Daily Press's art
department, he found himself working
on a newspaper with a circulation
which exceeded 100,000.
Beasley and Covert developed a
close friendship while they both worked
on the Press. In addition, both men
experienced a sense of fellowship with
other employees. The Christians who
worked there would get together for
prayer meetings and social gatherings,
a habit which was still going strong
when Beasley left. Yet, despite the
pleasant aspects of the job for the
For Complete Information, Write or Phone:
Christians, others tended to criticize
the get-togethers. However, because
S U N D A Y S C H O O L O U T R E A C H , INC.
management allowed them, employees
continued with their morning devotions
5 0 0 Shawnee Trail, Sophia, N. C. 2 7 3 5 0
at the Press and it is no wonder Beasley
Phone: (919) 4 9 8 - 2 6 5 4
and Covert were there so long.
But in January 1976, Beasley
decided to quit the Daily Press and
strike out on his own with a one-man
<advertising agency. In three years, he
built his firm from one client to more
than 30 including supermarkets, auto
...or CHURCH.
dealerships, retail stores and real estate
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
corporations. Even though he now lives
AWANA PROGRAM,
in Lynchburg, he still owns a bit of the
etc.
stock and consults with the other stock
Dave Rees. head o/ an
holders by telephone once a week.
AWANA program In
During all these years, Beasley's
Virginia says, "Our
[program made nearly
unique cartoon style became widely
Hjl
i si: \.N KXTKA
$5,000
profit In just a few
recognized and his work in advertising
weeks."
art garnered more than 30 awards,
including "One of the Best Newspaper

want Bible?
Called TO Preach?
Missionary?
Active Layman?

Institute
DR. JERRY FALWELL, CHANCELLOR

* 2-Year General Bible Program
• Study the complete Bible chronologically
• Twelve basic doctrine analysis
• Receive library of famed Liberty

Home Bible Institute
(200 cassettes of 90 minutes)
• 1,000 graphs and charts
• Optional Holy Land Seminar

Boost your attendance
this Mother's Day
by giving all Mothers
present a meaningful
yet inexpensive gift

PLUS - EXCITING OPTION:

1-Year Practical Christian Ministry Program
Includes Pastoral Ministry, Counseling, Missions, Church Financing,
Church Planting, Youth, Children's
Ministries, Sunday School, Christian

the strip while other syndicate
organizations are negotiating with
Beasley, too.
Right now, as Beasley gets
acquainted in his new job, he is finding
his responsibilities are more administrative than creative. It doesn't
bother him and he likes overseeing
other people's work. And those who
work under him — from computer
typesetters to photographers to graphic
artists - seem to find him pleasant, at
times compassionate and certainly
gentle.
Beasley was born 39 years ago in
Covington, Va., but his family soon
moved to Newport News. His father
was employed by the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railroad, and they were transferred there when Bob was still a baby.
He graduated from high school in 1958,
at which time roots were forming
towards a career as a professional
artist.
As Bob would find out years later, it
is a small world. Fresh out of high
school, he met Harry Covert, who at
the time was writing a sports column
for the Newport News (VA) Daily
Press. The two would not only work
together for more than a decade at the
Daily Press later on, but Bob would
follow Harry to the Old-Time Gospel
Hour, where Harry is now managing
editor of the Journal-Champion.

Education (Prerequisite equivalent 2year Bible course or practical
experience)

•BUT THE BEST IS:

On The Job Training at the Thomas Road Baptist Church
•

For a free cassette describing these unique programs write:
Dr. Harold Willmington, Dean, Liberty Bible Institute, Lynchburg, Virginia 24514

Please send me more information and an application
on the evening Bible Institute.
• Lynchburg • Danville • Roanoke
• Charlottesville • Richmond

/CAN YOUIT

WSCHOOL

Name.
Address.

*1 $500"° to

1

f LIBERTY BAPTIST SEMINARY ^

Howard
Craig,
President,
Howard Craig Fund Raising Co.

helped over 1,000 schools and oi
j kind of cash and more with our NO INV
600 and $1.00 candy sales featuring

p

*** O^J To HoLy
For all students enrolled in 12 or more semester hours in each of
the fall and spring semesters (24 hours minimum) of the
1979-80 school year.

•tk

For more information: Come to Seminary For A Day — April 6 — 8 AM - 3:30 PM.
Contact: LBS Admissions, Lynchburg, VA, 24514. Phone (804)846-2781.

nSHEY'S

, America's great name i
delicious milk chocolate!
#t

( >|M1I> UK I IN Milt CHOCOUTI

T

me collect on my 24 hour hot
(313) 531-0639 -««.*»:
oward Craig Fund Raising
W. 7 Mile Road • Detroit, Michigan 48$N
»,, .%
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NOW THERE IS A STANDARD OF
CUMKULA FOR THE SUHBAY

UHDAMENTAUSt
:

Get your FREE copy today.
low-priced and affordable to any church budget
FCP is a new concept in Sunday School lit- All you need to do is send in the attached
erature. It is not a series designed to replace form with your choice of any one of the five
direct Bible teaching, but rather a quality
books shown. And well sendyou your free
study guide to help/teachers
copy. Youlfindthe matefocus even deeper into God's
TEACHER'S MANUAL rial written by these outWord Fundamental in content,
standing men of God to
it isflexiblein application,
be all mat we've said it
JOSHUA
to be. And more.
A N D THE
Drs. Truman Dollar, A.V. Henderson, Jerry Falwell
and Jack Hyles created Fundamentalist Church Pur>
JUDGES
lications to provide Bible believing churches with
• ^ss

Biblically oriented study materials thatcan be trusted.

V v

a.

i'y

A unique curricula written for Fundamentalist churches by men committed to God's Word as the foundation
for an effective Christian lifestyle.
Essential for growing, matiiring believers. The final authority for His
Church today
Fundamentalist Church
Publications is a direct re-.
suit of years of in-depth
study and application of
God's Word in local
churches. Successful, Biblebelieving churches with
effective, soul-winning Sunday school programs.
Lesson material is flexible
applicable to all ages.
Preschoolers to adults cover the
same lessons each week Presenting
an integrated programfixeach mem,
ber of the church family. Whether youn^
or old.
Just one teacher's book contains more
than enough material for a 13-week perioc
to give the teacherflexibilityfor tailoring lessons to specific needs of the class. Included
are handcraft suggestions for children.
Study outlines forteenagers.Three or four
reinforcement aids per lesson (one for each
age eroup). And in-depth study material for the
adult Bible class.
Through this unified study, and with the depth of ,
material covered, members of your congregation will!
begin to grow together as one.lnbody, mind and spirit
Deepening their spiritual maturity with a better working Knowledge of God's Word Becoming an even more
effective witness in the community. Winning lost souls
to Jesus Christ through their own fives and through the
total diurch community.

buUd\n9
«

of thefe\b\e
w

$e*t&*

I want to receive my FREE copy of the
unique Sunday school literature checked
below. Please send it today.
• Building Blocks of the Faith
• Key Chapters of the Bible
• Survey of Acts
• Wilderness Journeys
• Joshua and the Judges

Mail to: Fundamentalist Church Publications, P.O. Box 24520,
Nashville, TN37202
Building Blocks of I

A study of the basic, Biblical doctrines of Christianity.
Key Chapters of the Bible.
Principles for successful Christian living are found in the certain chapters of the Bible.

The growth of the early Church
remains the model for the Church
today. For growing together and
effectively spreading the Gospel.
Wilderness Journeys.
What the children of Israel

J<

learned in the desert is applicable
to believers today. God's principles
have not changed.
Joshua and the Judges.
A study of God's faithfulness. To
the children of Israel in the promised land and to Christians today.

The Standard for Bible-Believing Churches Everywhere

«

I
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Official Says LBCs Growth Important To Central Virginia
By CHERYL WEIGLE
lomvilCtMtfea S f c h l WHW

Lynchburg is known as an industrial
and trade center in Virginia. It is also
famous for being the home of the New
York Mets Class "A" baseball farm
club.
What is really responsible for
putting the city on the map, though, is
Thomas Road Baptist Church and it's
related ministries, some officials agree.
Every year thousands of people
come to Lynchburg to visit the church
and to hear it's pastor. Dr. Jerry
Falwell, with whom they are accustomed from their weekly viewing of
the Old-Time Gospel Hour seen

nationwide.
It is the same church and it's
connected educational institutions
which also cause many families and
couples to make the move to Lynchburg, Virginia.
Over the past 10 years, Lynchburg
has enjoyed an approximate 17 and-ahalf per cent increase in population.
Much of this growth can be accredited
to the fact that many families wish to
send their children to Thomas Road's
Lynchburg Christian Academy or it's
Liberty Bible Institute, Liberty Baptist
Seminary or to Liberty Baptist College.
Now the question is asked what has
the college and church done for the
city?

What kind of effect does Liberty
Baptist College have on Lynchburg
economically?
According to C. Arthur Middleton
Jr., executive director of the Greater
Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce,
there are two main things which help
stimulate money in the city of Lynchburg — manufacturing and
education.
Liberty Baptist College is
responsible for bringing outside money
into Lyncburg from the 2,500 or so
students which attend the school. Many
of these students work parttime jobs
and this aids in the expansion of the
labor force of various industries and
businesses.

LBC is also very good for the different stores and businesses in the city
and surrounding areas. The students
spend much of their money on food and
other neccessities and recreations,
thus, the whole process becomes a
cycle with students bringing new
money into Lynchburg, earning it and
then spending it.
Middleton was asked about this
outlook for the economic future of
Lynchburg and the effect that a student
body of 5,000 (which LBC plans to
expand to within two years) will have
on it.
"There are three major effects
which Liberty Baptist College will have
on Lynchburg," said Middleton.

"The first is construction. It will
help construction. The second is the
money that students spend in the
community and third their participation
in the labor force. Parttime working
LBC students have had a major impact
in the Lynchburg labor force."
Middleton's outlook was mostly
good. However, not all of it is a totally
positive outlook.
One aspect that presents a problem
is that all colleges in the city (there are
five others) are excused from paying
real estate taxes.
Although the colleges do use the
local services such as police and fire
services, they are not obligated to pay
for these city aids. The larger an in-
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FRANKLIN ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
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THOMAS ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH

Murfreesboro, Tennessee

Lynchburg, Virginia

D R . Bob KeLtey, Paston
Another "Soul-Winning" Film in the

D R . Jenny

FaltuelL,

ORMOND TRADITION

STARK
REALISM...
ON A CHAM CANG

Paston
FOR

AREA
SHOWINGS
CONTACT

(Cheryl Weigle, a Liberty Baptist
College journalism student, prepared
this article as part of her class work.
Because of the scope of the work, the
editors feel this article vital for
readers.)

Photographic
Opportunity
Bob DeVaul, Liberty Baptist
College photographer is presently
offering his service to those seeking a
professional wedding photographer.
The key to great wedding pictures is
for the bride to be relaxed as well as
beautiful. Today's bridal photography
has a natural look. This can only be
achieved when the bride and bridal
party are comfortable in front of the
camera.
By working with her professional
photographer, from the date the
wedding is set, she can make certain
her photographs are the finest quality.
DeVaul offers some suggestions for
all brides to be:
• Decide on the type of wedding
photographs - formal and informal.
• Let the photographer know the
type of gown, flowers and make-up you
are considering.
• Make sure the photographer
knows the traditions and restrictions of
your church.
• Assign someone (not a bridal party
member) to indicate to the
photographer special guest to be
photographed.
Further information may be obtained by contacting Bob DeVaul at
237-5961.

Church Growth,
Imprisonment Both Part
Of Ethiopian Situation

AMBASSADOR F I L M S
L a m b . i l Myers
1212 W a l l i n a r . Read
Virginia Beach, V A 23451
Phono: 804/422-6548
AMERICAN CHRISTIAN F I L M LIBRARY
Clifton R. B o y c .
175 E. Cohawkln Road
Clarkfboro, NJ 01020
P h o n i : 609/423-0271

CHRISTIAN F I L M LIBRARY
H a r r y C . Brlttow
2S1 Keswick A v t .
G l t m l d e , P A 1M3S
PhMWi 215/S45-S211
\

stitution becomes the greater the
demand for these services become and
the institution becomes somewhat of a
financial burden to the city and the
taxpayers who must meet the coat of
the college's use of these services.
Outside of this, though, the future
of Lynchburg looks bright with Liberty
Baptist College adding to it's economic
security.
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F I L M P R E S E N T A T I O N CO., I N C .
Ron K a u f m a n
1S71 Morris A v t .
Union, N J 07013
P h e n . : 201/4M-3311
201/684-3312
GOSPEL IN FILMS
Carl Froollch
1000 F . r m l n g t o n A v e .
West Hartford, C T OS107
Phono: 203/521-0340

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (EP) - A
report of 19,000 new believers being
baptized last year in the area of
southern Ethiopia known as Wolayta
has come from the Word of Life (Sudan
Interior Mission-related) churches.
Reports from all over the country tell of
increased concern to share the gospel
and of deeper fellowship among
believers.
The Word of Life churches are
reportedly maintaining 93 Bible schools
with some 4000 students in attendance.

C H R I S T I A N BOOK C E N T E R
Ron Schoan
121 Wicker Street
Sanlord, NC 27330
Phone: 919/776-7421
SACRED F I L M L I B R A R Y
P.O. Bex 359
Upper D a r b y , PA 190*2
Phone: 21S/3S2-S433
215/528-6395
VAUGHN W. D E N T O N
3665 McDuff
Memphis, T N 31111
Phone: 901/743-9515
743-9440
J.P. D O U G L A S
T a p . and F i l m Ministry
P.O. BOX 5062
Springfield, M O 65801
Phone: 417/866-4631
R E V . D O N A L D SCRUGGS
P.O. BOX 623
Winchester, V A 22601
Phone: 703/662-0413
T I M GREEN FILM EVANGELISM
1902 E. Cavanaugh R d .
Lansing, M l 40910
Phone: J17/U2-2200
S02-5322

SATISFY ALL YOUR
COUNSELING NEEDS
AT ONE SOURCE!
CHRISTIAN STUDY SERVICES
is a Book and Tape Outlet
for all Nouthetic Counseling materials and tor
many other books and
tapes on counseling.
Send for your FREE catalog.

BILL FRINK
P.O. B.X 6787
B i r m i n g h a m , A L 35210
Phono: 205/954-5470
R E V . JOHN N E D B A L E K
1609 Patricia Lane
G a r l a n d , T X 75042
Phone: 214/278-7644
WALLACE
NICHOLS
ROUte 5, Box 294-N
Bessemer, A L 35020
Phone: 205/491-3839
E V A N G . E. C. B R A G D O N
I m p e r i a l C u r t , Lot 134
Shore wood, I L 40435
Phone: 015/724-7233
BILL MUNRO
55 Battlefield Meadows
Murfreesboro, T N 37130
Phone: 415/0904755
EDWARD M c A B I E
P.O. Box 494
Gaffney, SC 29340
Phone: 403/489-8977
409-4435
COY V . T E R R Y
Route 2, Box 534
H a l i f a x , V A 24550
P h e n . : 004/572-2013

39 STRIP.
For Dates: Phone or Write
IMATIOIMAL
DISTRIBUTOR

THE ORMOND ORGANIZATION
(MRS.) JUNE ORMOND
3620 Central Avenue, Nashville, Tn. 37205
Ph: 615-383-1576

C O U N T R Y G O S P E L , Inc.
Dob Mason
P.O. BOX 14
L e O r . n d , I A 50142
• : 515/479-2187
R A Y M O N D COX
P.O. BOX 304
Seaman, O H 45479
Phone: 513/304-2509
D A N I E L P E R E Z , JR.
P.O. BOX 3S4
Goliad, T X 77943
Phone: 512/445-3545
KENNETH MYERS
Route 1
Slige, PA 14255
Phone: 014/745-2707
W I L L I A M H. E P P S
Rout. 4
Ringgold, GA 10714
Phone: 404/935-3107
CARL LACKEY
P.O. Bex 04
White Plains, NC 27431
; 919/704-4310
T H I H O U R OP P R A Y R R CRUSADOJ
Bob O. AddlS
1143 Scenic Dr.
Milton W V 25541
Phone: 304/74*4492

Special Introductory offer —
THE
CHRISTIAN COUNSELOR'S
NEW TESTAMENT

by Jay E.Adams
Invaluable tool for every counselor.
An original translation of the New
Testament with counseling notes,
marginal references. Index of
counseling problems and many
more aids.
Only $8.50 (regularly $14.95)
Send orders to:

Christian Study Services
2540 Edge Hill Road
Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006
Please rush m e a (roe c a t a l o g .
Send m e The Chnettan C o u n e o t a r s
N e w Teetamt.nl. ( C h e c k for S8.50
must a c c o m p a n y o r d e r )

Name
Address
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BASEBALL TEAM OUTLOOK EXCELLENT THIS SPRING
hit. Clark then singled home a run, and
Guetterman followed with a double
that knocked in two runs. Bream's
single, driving in Guetterman, ended
the scoring action for the inning.
Flames Down High Point
LBC's first victory of the season was
a 7-2 decision over High Point. The
Flames outhit the North Carolinians 117 and committed no errors on their new
ball field.
McGuire slammed a home run
down the throats of his opponents to
lead off the action in the bottom of the
first.
The fourth inning saw three more
Flames runs, as DeWitt walked, Younts
singled and Metzger loaded the bases
by bunting a single. McGuire, hot this
game, then cleared the bases and made
way for himself with his double.
Secrest also had a good streak going
this game. He slammed a triple in the
fifth inning and was sent home on an
error.
Disappointing Loss to Kutztown
The Flames began their season on
Tuesday, March 13 with a disappointing loss to Kutztown, 7-6. The

The Liberty Baptist College
baseball squad last week began its 1979
season on a satisfying tone by trouncing
its opponents in four out of five games.
Actually, the Flames lost their first
contest of the season, a 7-6 upset to
Kutztown College of Pennsylvania. But
the coaches attribute the loss to the fact
that LBC still had to play its home
games on the obsolete General Electric
diamond. Due to the field's rough
terrain, the LBC players committed
seven errors. The new Liberty
Mountain field had not been finished
yet, but beginning with the second
game of the season, the Flames have
been playing their home games on their
new diamond.
And now LBC has a four-game
winning streak since transferring to its
new field.
LBC Takes A Doubleheader
The most recent victories for the
Flames were two games in a Saturday
doubleheader against Wilkes College of
Pennsylvania. In the opener, the
Flames downed Wilkes 9-3, despite the
fact that LBC was outhit by Wilkes 1210, and each team committed two
errors.
Wilkes began the scoring action in
the top of the first inning, but LBC
returned with two runs in the bottom of
the first. Designated hitter Lee
Guetterman led off the action for LBC
by walking. He went to second base on
a pass ball, and was driven home on a
' two-run home run by first baseman Sid
Bream.
LBC came alive again in the fourth
inning, when left fielder Tom DeWitt
walked, stole second base, and was
driven home on a single by shortstop
Richard DeWitt. Richard had hurt his
back earlier in the season; this was his
first game of the season.
In the fifth, Guetterman again
walked. Brean singled, and each runner
advanced on a sacrifice by catcher
Bruce Secrest. Guetterman scored on a
fielders'choice.
Finally, in the sixth, DeWitt walked
and then stole second base. Left fielder
Steve Younts also walked, and Richard
DeWitt bunted a single to load the
bases.
This was the high point of the game,
for it set up a situation for center fielder
Kirby Clark, the Flames's leadoff man,
and he took great advantage of it: he
knocked everybody home, including
himself, on a grand slam home run.
Flames Outhit Wilkes In Nightcap
LBC also collected the nightcap 8-3,
outhitting Wilkes this time 8-3. Each
i.. time committed three errors. .
*••••• The Flames jumped out to a 2-0 lead
j in the bottom of the first, when
shortstop Brian Metzger singled and
stole second base. He then reached
third base on a wild pitch, and Bream
brought him home on a base hit. Bream
also stole a base, then was driven home
on a single by Tom Sweat.

Bears of Pennsylvania outhit the Secrest and Metzger, but the Bears
Flames 9-8, and committed no errors to then replaced their pitcher and he
ended the game.
LBC's seven.
This week, the Flames were
Kutztown jumped ahead with two
scheduled
to take on the University of
runs in the second. Left fielder Tom
Carson-Newman
Scully walked, and catcher Sy Borello Massachusetts,
singled. Scully reached third on an College and Howard University.
mntM
error, and center fielder Sid Keefer
• H l
drove him home. A fielders' choice
sent Borello to home plate.
LBC went scoreless in the second,
but the Bears came back with a run in
the third. Deleny reached base on an
error and made it to second on another
Flames error. Borillo then had no
problems singling him home.
In the bottom of the third, Bream
came to plate and knocked the second
LBC home run of the game. Right
fielder Rob Strausser then walked,
Secrest singled, and Metzger was hit by
a pitch to load the bases. Clark then
drove two runners home on a single.
The Flames began a rally in the
sixth, but it was not enough to get a tie
or get ahead. DeWitt made it to first
base on a fielders' choice, Yard singled,
and Strausser walked to load the bases.
Two runs were forced home on walks to

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD
YOU OWN COMPUTER!
PRICED FROM $12,000INCLUDES:

Flames Trounce Lockhaven
Earlier in the week, LBC gave a
command
performance
against
locichaven College of Pennsylvania,
with a 16-8 victory. The Flames outhit
Mlockhaven 18-10, and each team
committed two errors.
Though
lockhaven started the
scoring with two runs in the top of the
first, LBC came back in the bottom of
that inning with a five-run rally. Clark
led off with a single, and he was
sacrificed to second base by Metzger.
Guetterman then walked, and Jim
Grene drove in everybody with a threerun home run.
Secrest doubled, Yard singled, and
McGuire walked, loading the bases.
This set the stage for Younts' two-run
single.
Not to be caught Tr«-withr'the
Flames continued in the third with six
more runs. Secrest walked and stole
second base. Yard then drove pinch
runner Ronny Byrd home with a single.
DeWitt sacrificed Yard to third base,
and McGuire drove him in on a base

Wilkes tallied three runs in the top
of the third, forcing the Flames to come
from behind in the fifth. Second
baseman Peter Guy at that time
singled. Younts doubled, and a
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THESCHEDULE
March 5 -- Broward College, away; 6,
J
Florida International, away; 7, Florida
t
International, away; 8, Miami Dade, away;
L . 9, Biscayne College, away; 10, Southern
•
Illinois, away; 13, Kutztown College, home;
t
15, High Point, home; 16, Lock Haven,
i
home; 17, Wilkes College, home; 19,
University of Massachusetts, home; 20,
•
Upiversity of Massachusetts, home; 21,
•
Howard, away; 23, Carson-Newman, away;
24, Carson-Newman, away; 29, Washington
& lee, away; 30, Shippensburg State, home;
:
31, Shippensburg State, home.
April 2, Ferrum, away; 4, Virginia
Commonwealth, home; 5, Hampden-Sydney,
away; 6, Tennessee Temple, home; 7,
Tennessee Temple, home; 9, Ferrum, home;
12, Hampden-Sydney, home; 13, Frostburg
• State, home; 14, High Point, away; 16,
Atlantic Christian, home; 18, James
Madison, home; 19, North Carolina, away;
20, East Carolina University, away; 21, East
Carolina University, away; 23, Howard,
home; 25, George Mason University, away;
27, James Madison, away.
May 1, Virginia Military Institute, away;
3-5, tournament, LeToumeau College.
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Full Color-on "Christian Attitudes" Samplat to Churches: Bible Posters, P.O. Box
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Alive by Joe E. Parks
Sure to be received with e n thusiasm by choirs e v e r y w h e r e !
Joe Parks has taken .great c a r e
in writing this musical in the
SATB form, while thoughtfully
designing e a c h note with the
volunteer choir member in mind.
Combined with the creative
efforts of orchestrator David
Clydesdale, this exhilarating
p i e c e will make your Easter
program virtually come Alive.
Performance time: Approximately 4 0 minutes.
SATB Book, 4398, $2.95
Spiral Accompaniment Edition. 4399,
$3.95
Book/Record Combination, 4398C, $9.50
Instrumental Tape Track, 4398T, $35.00
Instrumental Cassette Tape Track,
4398X. $35.00
Brass Ensemble, 4398E, $45.00
Orchestration (Clydesdale). 4398V. $95.00
Stereo Record. ZLP-30845. $6.98
Stereo Cassette. ZLC-30845, $7.98
Stereo 8-Track. ZLT-30845. $7.98

0 0 10 0 0 0 - 1 1 1
2000 1 5i - I I 1

It Took A Miracle by John W .
Peterson
Combining his most-loved
composition with other n e w a n d
inspiring p i e c e s , John W.
Peterson proclaims Christ's
glorious resurrection in a w a y
few others could. Tastefully
orchestrated by Bob Krogstad,
this Easter masterpiece promises
to be a compelling e x p e r i e n c e
for performer a n d a u d i e n c e
alike. Performance time: 57
minutes.
SATB Book, 5887, $3.50
Spiral Accompaniment Edition, 5891,
$4.50
Book/Record Combination, 5887C, $10.95
Instrumental Tape Track, 5887T, $35.00
Instrumental Cassette Tape Track,
5887X, $35.00
Instrumental/Narration Tape Track,
5892T. 135.00
Instrumental/Narration Cassette Tape
Track. 5892X. $35.00
Brass Ensemble, 58B7E, $45.00
Orchestration (Krogstad), 5887V, $95.00
Stereo Record (2 record set), ZLP-30385,
$7.98
Stereo Cassette, Z L C - 3 0 3 8 5 , $ 8 . 9 8
Stereo 8-Track, Z L T - 3 0 3 8 5 , $8.98

Christian Book Shop
19-A Wadsworth St.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
At Pittman Plaza Entrance
Phone 845-9056

We Have These Available
ORDER TODAY!
%

BEST-SELLING BOOK ON
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t h e W o r d s o f L i f e t h a t Jesus s p o k e

Imagine yourself seeing, exploring and telling others about
"The Wonderful World of
Travel," - and getting paid for
doing itl T h e World Tours
system shows you how. W e tell
you what to do and guide you
every step of the way. Be your
o w n boss. Work full or spare
time. N o School to attend • no
c o u n s i to struggle through I
W e train you personally
and thoroughly in our "on the
job" training seminars. Our
sales representatives receive
many special benefits. You too can enjoy these
same benefits.
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HOME

Is This the Greatest Book Ever Written on the Christian Home?
Over 200,000 Families Think So. It's Yours FREE. You Be the Judge.
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COACH AL WORTHINGTON
sacrifice fly by Clark scored Ronny
McGuire, who pinchran for Guy.
But the Flames' big inning was the
sixth, when Guetterman started the
five-run rally out by walking. Bream
singled, and he and pinchrunner Ken
Clarkson stole second and third bases
respectively. Sweat walked to load the
bases. Tom DeWitt then got on base on
an error, which also scored Clarkson,
and Bream reached third base on
another error by the catcher, thus
loading the bases a second time.
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Written by Dr. John R. Rice to
answer problems about the home. It is
literally a Bible manual on problems of
courtship, marriage, children, birth
control, divorce, family worship, discipline, training of children, etc. How
long have we needed a book written
from the Christian viewpoint, one that
Bible believers can absolutely depend
upon, written with sober scholarship
and yet with earnest love for God and
evangelistic zeal, to help people do
right about these holy matters!
Too long have people had to depend
upon lewd and crude books, written by
ungodly men or women, people who
think more of the body than of the
soul, writers who study more to excite
human passions than to make godly
homes! Now here is a Christian book
prepared by an acknowledged Bible

scholar, a book commended by Christian leaders of many faiths. This book
will answer your questions. It helps
young people remain chaste and
spiritual in courtship; restrains the
careless from hasty marriage; shows
the normal plan of God about marriage, about children, and the Christian principles of a happy home, rearing good children and making sure of
the blessing of God on the home.
This remarkable book should be
given to every young married couple,
should be kept in every Christian family. Every preacher will find it full of
help in counselling his members, with
many illustrations and suggestions for
his sermons. You will never forget how
Susannah Wesley reared her children,
how Admiral Dewey was kept from
becoming a criminal, how the author's
six children were won to Christ.

Are you angry, aggravated, discouraged, feeling
mean as the devil, disappointed, hurt, or can you
say, "Praise the Lord I have Christian victor/'? *

398
22

S e e Details How
Important

PAGES

CHAPTERS

Y o u Can H a v e This
Book FREE

Chapter Title.:
1. Marriage and Home
13.
2. Courtship and the
Dangers of Petting
14.
3. Principles of a Successful 15.
and Happy Marriage
16
4. Some Things That
ShouldI Delai
Delay Marriage 17.
5. Some Shoul
lid Not Marry
6. Man, Cod's Deputy as 18.
Head of the Home
7. Wives to Be Subject to 19.
Husbands
8. Letter to a Young Husband
20.
9. Normal Sex Life in Mar21.
riage
10. The Blessing of Children
22.
11. Birth Control
12. Correction and
Discipline of Children

"Honour Thy Father
and Thy Mother"
Family Worship
Prayer in the Home
Teaching the Bible in
the Home
Winning Children to
Christ in the Home
Character Building In
the Home
Home Cooperation
With Church, School
and Community
Adultery, the Ruin of
Marriage and Morals
Divorce, the Wreck
of, Marriage
Making Christ Head
of the Home

Whether you feel as mean as the devil or you're on a spiritual mountain-top,
reading The Sword of the Lord will satisfy your every mood. The Sword of the
Lord helps you redirect your anger and aggravation, lifts you from the pit of
discouragement and gives you food for your soul. Your disappointments will
seem less important and your hurt feelings will
be soothed when you start reading The Sword
RUSH YOUR ORDER!
of the Lord.
You will be pleasantly surprised to find a
For value The Sword of the copy, but if you order now you
magazine that defines important spiritual is- Lord is the best buy in Christian get as a free bonus gift Dr. Rice's
sues with such a strong emphasis on the Chris- magazines. The Sword of the book, The Home. Should you detian family and home. The home and the Lord is a hard-hitting, Bible- cide to cancel your subscription,
church are vitally connected. Every Christian believing, soul-winning maga- you will receive a prompt refund
family needs good, sound Bible preaching and zine. You get 52, sixteen-page, for the unmailed copies. Even if
teaching. The Sword of the Lord complements power-packed issues for only you cancel your subscription, the
the church by presenting the right kind of $7.00. That's less than 14c a free book is yours to keep.
sermons for Christians to read. It complements
the home by encouraging families to have
prayer and Bible reading as a daily practice.
The editor never hides the fact that The ,
Sword has great preaching. Usually you will ( D Y e S , I want to subscribe to THE SWORD OF THE LORD mag*-1
find three full-length sermons in each issue. , z | n e . E n c | 0 i e d Is my $7. Please send my FREE book, The Home. •
They are not tucked away on the inside of the j
'
'
|
paper nor camouflaged to appear to be iQPIease bill me. I understand you will send my FREE book, The |
something other than sermons. You find them I Home, upon receipt of my $7 payment.
on page one with interesting titles in bold
print to attract the reader's attention. Each I Name
week w >>rini H lassie sermon by one of the
great preachers of the past such as D. L. A d d r e s s .
Moody, Spurgeon, Billy Sunday, R. G. Lee, I
and others. Also, you will find the best of the J
State,
.Zip.
leaders of today such as Jerry Falwell, Jack j u , y
Hyles, Curtis Hutson, Lee Roberson, and the
Mail t o : THE S W O R D O F THE L O R D PUBLISHERS
editor, John R. Rice.
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Dr. Herb Fitzpatrick Motivating People In Key National Area
One of the most beautifrl new
church buildings in America has been
built by The First Baptist Church,
Riverdale, Md. It seats over 2,500 in
the auditorium and the church has the
second largest Christian grade school in
the nation, with over 1,400 students.
Dr. Herb Fitzpatrick, pastor, has
the distinction of being the only pastor
who has built two of the largest
churches in America. Both appeared
on the list of 100 Largest Sunday
Schools printed in Christian life
magazine. His first church, Calvary
Baptist Church in Connersville, Ind.,
was averaging over 1,200 in attendance
with a membership of 2,300 when he
left.
Fitzpatrick went to Ccnnersville and
began a church with a small group of 35
people on the front porch of a home.
The following week he organized the
church with 13 members and pastored
in Connersville for 17 years.
It was quite a step to leave a large
church, but Fitzpatrick wanted to go to
an area with a large population that was
a challenge. Washington, D.C. was a
metropolitan challenge. When he came
to First Baptist Church of Riverdale, it
was averaging about 175 in Sunday
School. Attendance reached a high of
2,500 a few years ago. The church was
listed among the Ten Fastest Growing
Sunday Schools in America.
The new church building is located
15 miles away from the old site. Any
pastor will recognize what an insurmountable task it is to move a
congregation that far across a
metropolitan city. "The greatest
miracle is keeping the congregation
together in such a significant move,"
testified the pastor.
"We had to move because we
couldn't grow at the old location," said
Dr. Fitzpatrick. Several years ago the
church began looking for a new
location and found the present
location, approximately 20 miles from
the downtown area and three miles off
the Beltway. The new church building
is located on Route 202, in Prince
Georges County.
Actually, the Christian school built
its facilities and moved to the 160-acre
location approximately four years ago.
During the interim, the Christian
school had rapid growth. At one time,
the church conducted two Sunday
Schools, one at the old location in
Riverdale and a second at a new
location in Largo.
They sold their old building and
facilities three years ago.
"God kept us together," noted
Fitzpatrick. He mentioned that for
three years people knew the church
was going to move. He expected to lose
hundreds of people because they did
not want to move or they felt the new
location was too far away.
Actually, the church lost only 200
people. Fitzpatrick added, "We never
dipped in offering from the time we
sold until the time we have moved in."
During the time they planned to
move, the church cut back in its bus
ministry about 200 riders, so actually
they have not lost a member.

Extraordinary Growth
The story of the church's growth
begins with Rev. Fitzpatrick. He is an
unlikely candidate for one of America's
successful preachers, yet the cause for
the extraordinary growth in the church
is Fitzpatrick. His preaching is
unemotional but people are moved. His
soul-winning is not based on
salesmanship, but people sincerely
receive the Lord. He helps his members, yet no one thinks of him as using
counseling techniques. He honestly
loves his people. The church is well
organized, yet Fitzpatrick is not
considered an efficient, hard-driving
administrator.
One of the teenagers said, "He
never seems in a hurry." Actually,
those who know Dr. Herbert Fitzpatrick say he is shy and retiring. A
student at Liberty Baptist College who
was converted under Fitzpatrick's
ministry said, "Pastor Fitzpatrick has a
quiet way of shouting."

Nelson Keener, Dr. Falwell's
Administrative
Assistant,
who
surrendered for full-time service under
Fitzpatrick said, "Fitzpatrick is the
most humble, unassuming pastor I've
ever known." When asked to comment
on his magnetism, Fitzpatrick said, "I
don't know that I have magnetism, but
people know when you are sincere."
Another member noted that the
pastor "is like a tower of strength that
never shows its total abilities." Another
teenager wrote, "The pastor is like a
Cadillac - you never have to floor
board to get complete acceleration."
And yet another person observed of
Fitzpatrick, "He never seems busy,
hurried or frustrated; yet he is always
working, making visits in homes."
If you ask Dr. Fitzpatrick how he
built the church he will respond, "I love
people. I think that's the secret."
He is often called "pastor" rather
than "preacher," reflecting his interest
in people. Because the people have
confidence in him, they call day or
night for all of their problems. In every
way possible, Fitzpatrick attempts to
help them. His ministry is characterized
by compassion.
When asked, "Where did you get
your compassion?" Fitzpatrick replied,
"It is a gift from God."
He indicated that preaching in the
jails while at seminary in Ft. Worth
gave him a compassion for people. He
felt the convicts were more than just a
number in the audience, so he spent
time talking with them. He especially
remembers one convicted murderer
who responded to his friendship by
rounding up the inmates and making
them listen to his sermons.
Actually, the great commission is
the basis for the success of the church.
It commands to preach the gospel to
everyone. And that is what they have
done. "1 don't have any goal of being
big," said Fitzpatrick, "it's just that
preaching Christ will produce blessings
and the church will grow as a result."
The church has all of the characteristics of the large independent
fundamental churches. It brings over
700 children on their buses, it has over
100 in the deaf-class, it ministers crossculturally,plus it has a ministry to
senior citizens, young single adults, the
divorced, in addition to the Christian
School ministry.

Men Of Stature
Fitzpatrick, who speaks with a
Virginia accent, reflects the Roanoke
background. Even though he was
reared in a home of average means, as a
boy he was exposed to men of stature.
His late cousin was president of Ferrum
College and another cousin is a highranking judge in Roanoke.
Immediately after Fitzpatrick's
salvation, the Rev. E.J. Morris, who led
him to the Lord, took Fitzpatrick under
his wing to prepare the young man for
the ministry. Morris was building the
Bible Baptist Church. Fitzpatrick
watched him lead the church from a
tent meeting to over 200 members.
Fitzpatrick indicated, "This was my
first introduction to building a church.
From the beginning I felt I could also
build a church."

Fitzpatrick attended Practical Bible
Training School in New York for one
year and transferred to Bible Baptist
Seminary in Ft. Worth, Tex. Here he
came in contact with Dr. J. Frank
Norris, who instilled in him a determination to make something of his life.
During Fitzpatrick's school days, he
told fellow students, "I feel God has
called me to be the pastor of a large
Baptist church." Many of his friends
reflect back on his school years. Most
of them thought Fitzpatrick was going
to be an average pastor. Today they
explain his phenomenal success by his
unquestionable commitment to biblical
truth, his knowledge of how to build a
church, and his unmistakable honesty
and sincerity.
A good wife. Many have said Mrs.
Fitzpatrick is one of the keys to the
success of First Baptist Church. They
feel that if ever a pastor had a perfect
wife, Mrs. Fitzpatrick fits that image.
She was superintendent of the Baptist
orphanage in Ft. Worth when young
Herbert met her while pastoring
Calvary Baptist Church in Connersville,
Indiana. She is vitally interested and
concerned for the ministry of the
church.
According to Fitzpatrick, "She is
not selfish of my time but we live
together for the work of Christ." Her
compassion for the people is evident by
the visits she makes when Fitzpatrick is
sick. Each Sunday, she stands at the
door with him and greets the people.
When she is not there, the people ask
about her. Mrs. Fitzpatrick comes to
each service early and is seen going
through the audience speaking to the
members and greeting visitors.

Dr. Fitzpatrick greets members before a church service.

Influences Young People
Mrs. Fitzpatrick taught a college
and career class for many years with
over 100 in attendance. Many young
people have gone out of her class into
full-time Christian service. Because of
her influence on young people, some
have called her another "Henrietta
Mears."
The life of Herbert Fitzpatrick is a
testimony to all preachers, that any
man who desires to build a large
church, can do so. He is a living
repudiation of the stereotyped concept
of a successful pastor — i.e., he must be
loud and commanding. Fitzpatrick is
quiet. He has a dynamic inner strength.
He reflects God's promise, "In
quietness and confidence shall be your
strength" (Isa. 30:15).
For those who look for the presence
of the Lord in the ministry built on a
leader's personality or emotional
preaching, they should realize this is
not the only way God works. Elijah
went forth looking for God.
"Behold, the Lord passed by, and a
great and strong wind rent the
mountains and brake in pieces the
rocks before the Lord; but the Lord was
not in the earthquake: and after the
earthquake a fire; but the Lord was not
in the fire: and after the fire a still small
voice."
The Rev. Herbert Fitzpatrick is
God's still small voice preaching
throughout all the greater Washington,
D.C. area.

Mrs. Fitzpatrick (left) talks with church members.

DEDICATION
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF
RIVERDALE, MARYLAND
DEDICATES ITS NEW SANCTUARY
IN LARGO, MARYLAND
3 miles S.E. of the Beltway
on Route 202
Sunday April 22, 1979
6:00 p.m.
speaker
Dr. Jerry Falwell
music
The EnPsalms of
Liberty Baptist College

A view of the new church building from Highway Route 202.
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Kiverdalc Baptist School has the second largest enrollment hi the American Association of Christian

Schrob.

The main entrance Into the new sanctuary.

